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Two being held in Oneida 
Co. jail News 1/2/19 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

Two people are expected 

in Oneida County Court 

today facing charges of 

aggravated battery.  57-

year old Susan Travers Jones 

and 71-year old William 

Jones, are accused of 

pushing, slapping and 

choking Susan’s elderly 

parents at a home in 

Pelican Lake Friday.  

Investigators said an 

argument triggered the 

assault.   

Outgoing Wisconsin 

Governor Scott Walker, in a 

New Year’s message 

yesterday, announced he’ll 

be advocating for 

conservative issues across 

the country.  He plans to 

stay in the state but will 



speak about returning 

power to the states and tax 

reform as well as a federal 

government grown out of 

control.  He said he’ll also 

work to re-elect President 

Donald Trump.  Walker 

officially leaves office 

Monday when Democrat 

Tony Evers is sworn in.   

Evers, meanwhile named 

several more cabinet 

members, none of which 

are outside Milwaukee or 

Madison.  Among them, his 

successor as State 

Superintendent of Schools.  

Carolyn Standford Taylor is 

currently holds the number 

two spot in the department.  

Evers said she is a 

dedicated and thoughtful 

leader who puts the best 

interests of kids before all 

else.  Stanford Taylor will 

have the job until the end 

of Evers’ term in 2021 and 

will be the first African 

American to be state 



superintendent in state 

history. 

Eleven veterans will make 

the journey to Washington 

DC aboard the Never 

Forgotten National Honor 

Flight after more than $5000 

was donated by the Prairie 

Eagles 4-H Club in Gleason 

and VFW Wurl-Feind-

Ingman Post 2687 in 

Tomahawk.  To date, more 

than 3100 area veterans 

have taken the flight, or 

missions, as they’re called. 
 

  
Area snowmobile clubs ask 
riders to stay on trails News 1/2/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

 Area snowmobile clubs 

continue to caution 

operators to stay on 

marked trails and especially 

near barrels on the lakes.  

Two sleds, reportedly more 

than 500 feet from the 

barrels marking trails on an 

Eagle River area lake 

ended up in 12 plus feet of 

water with the operators 

lucky to be alive.  Also over 

the holiday weekend there 

were two serious accidents, 



one requiring a med flight 

after a sled collided with a 

car.  Trails are still in fair to 

poor conditions and with no 

snow and mild 

temperatures forecast 

heading to this weekend, 

conditions will get worse 

before they get better.   

Doctors report they are 

seeing a growing number of 

norovirus cases.  The highly-

contagious stomach bug 

causes diarrhea, vomiting, 

nausea and stomach pain.  

Doctors say people get it 

when they don't wash their 

hands very well.  There is no 

cure, but the symptoms can 

be treated.  The Centers for 

Disease Control and 

Prevention warns 

dehydration is a major 

concern for victims. 

House Democrats are 

sweeping into power this 

week on a campaign 

promise of improving 

government. But first, they'll 



have to get government re-

opened from the partial 

shutdown and will take up 

two bills to do just that in the 

dispute over money for 

President Donald Trump's 

border wall with Mexico.  It's 

a cold opening for the new 

majority, setting up an early 

confrontation with the 

Republican-led Senate and 

the White House and testing 

the House Democrats' 

ability to make good on 

their campaign pledges in 

the new era of divided 

government. 

 

  
Winter storm making it’s 
mark News 1/7/19 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

 Winter snow finally arrived 

in force beginning last 

night.  Florence, Forest, 

Northern Marinette and 

Oconto counties are under 

a winter storm warning 

through noon today for as 

much as seven inches.  

Winter weather advisories 

are in effect, also until noon 

for much of the rest of 



northern and central 

Wisconsin.  Winds over 30 

mph will cause blowing and 

drifting, creating hazardous 

travel during the morning 

hours and the mix of light 

rain as you move south will 

further complicate the 

commute.   

Tony Evers will be sworn in 

today as Wisconsin’s 46th 

governor.  The Democrat 

promises to try and work 

with Republicans as he 

takes over, saying voters 

showed their displeasure 

with partisan politics when 

they rejected Governor 

Scott Walker.  The GOP 

maintains its majority in both 

the Senate and Assembly, 

setting up the potential for 

gridlock not seen in the 

state in more than a 

decade.  Evers said his 

message is about 

something that is kind of old 

fashioned Wisconsin,” 

“That’s getting along and 



having civility in public 

discourse, and finding 

common ground.”  

Inaugural ceremonies for 

Evers, Lieutenant Governor 

Mandela Barns, Attorney 

General Josh Kaul and 

other constitutional officers 

begins at 11:00 a.m. in the 

state Capitol. 

The driver of a car hit by a 

train Saturday in Clark 

County has been identified.  

Police say 87-year old 

George Lewis of Owen was 

killed when he tried to cross 

the tracks on Berglin Ave 

Saturday morning and was 

hit by a freight train. 

The Chicago Bears lost 16-

15 last night to Philadelphia 

on a last second field goal 

that was tipped.   
 

  
1

ST
 major winter storm for 

the area News 1/7/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

 Schools were closed or 

delayed across northern 

and northeast Wisconsin as 

the first major winter storm 



worked its way through the 

area.  Parts of the northeast 

ended up with seven inches 

of new snow while 3-5 was 

the average elsewhere.  

Freezing rain on top of that 

caused traffic headaches 

that will last into tomorrow 

on many secondary roads.   

Formal charges of first-

degree intentional 

homicide have been filed 

against a Wausau 

babysitter accused of 

causing the death of a two-

month-old child who was in 

her care last October.  

Investigators say 28-year-old 

Marissa Tietsort dressed the 

dead boy in a snowsuit, 

then put him in a car seat 

and let the mother pick him 

up -- without telling her her 

son was dead.  She was 

already behind bars on 

child abuse charges in 

another case involving an 

11-month-old girl. 

Wisconsin Governor Scott 



Walker says he and his wife, 

Tonette, will live in a 

downtown Milwaukee 

condo after they move out 

of the governor's mansion 

today.  Walker continued 

living in his Wauwatosa 

home after he was first 

elected eight years ago.  

He's been living in the 

governor's mansion on Lake 

Mendota in Madison since 

2016. 

The Wisconsin Department 

of Health reports the state's 

smoking rate is down to 16 

percent -- an all-time low.  

That rate was 21 percent 

just seven years ago.  The 

study shows low-income 

residents and minorities 

continue to smoke at much 

higher rates.  Those numbers 

are also headed down, but 

not as rapidly as the overall 

figure.  The national 

smoking rate of 14 percent. 
 

  
New Gov. calls for the end of 
tired politics of the past News 1/8/19 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

 Wisconsin's 46th governor calls for 
the rejection of the "tired politics of 



the past."  Tony Evers assumed the 
highest statewide office yesterday 
during an inauguration ceremony in 
Madison.  Evers called for 
Republicans and Democrats to 
work together to solve problems.  
He is calling for full funding 
Wisconsin public schools, fixing up 
the state's roads and making sure 
health care is affordable and 
accessible.   
 
Sending sexually explicit messages 
to an underage girl will result in 
prison time for a man from the 
Oconto county town of Abrams.  
Twenty-five-year-old Andrew 
Dellemann was arrested last June.  
He had sent the messages to a 16-
year-old girl. He will have to register 
as a sex offender and submit a D-
N-A sample when he gets out of 
prison. 
 
Officials with the Sparta Police 
Department say that the nine-year-
old boy who was rescued by dive 
teams Sunday afternoon died at a 
hospital in Rochester, Minnesota. 
Police say first responders were 
called to Fisherman's Park following 
a report that two children fell 
through the ice on Perch Lake. First 
responders then learned that a third 
child went underwater and did not 
surface. Police say the nine-year-
old was pulled from the water and 



airlifted to a hospital in Rochester, 
Minnesota where he later died. 
 
A bill named "The People's Border 
Wall Act" would give Americans a 
way to donate money for a barrier 
to be built along the border with 
Mexico.  Wisconsin Congressman 
Glenn Grothman introduced the 
legislation last Friday.  The 
Republican wants to create a 
Department of the Treasury 
account which would open the door 
for public donations to pay for the 
design, construction and 
maintenance of a border wall.   
 

  
No trial date set for man 
accused of exposing himself News  1/8/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

 No trial date has been set for 
a 22-year-old man who is 
accused of exposing himself to 
a young girl inside a Target 
store in Weston.  Christopher 
McCullum entered a not guilty 
plea in Marathon County 
Circuit Court Monday.  Video 
surveillance cameras recorded 
McCullum entering and 
leaving the store November 
17th.  He will have a status 
conference next month on the 
two charges -- one felony and 
one misdemeanor. 
 
High waves caused by a 



winter storm swept the South 
Pier Light Navigational Beacon 
from its perch near the 
Manitowoc lighthouse.  Heavy 
rain and wind gusts 
approaching 30 miles-an-hour 
caused the beacon on Lake 
Michigan to collapse Monday.  
Witnesses say they watched it 
get washed away.  The U-S 
Coast Guard says its tower 
was likely pushed into Lake 
Michigan.  It will be replaced. 
 
Children's Hospital of 
Wisconsin says it is making a 
temporary visitation change to 
stop the spread of the flu.  
Children under the age of 12 
won't be allowed to visit 
patients until the ban is lifted.  
Hospital officials say it will 
remain in place at the 
Milwaukee and Fox Valley 
hospitals until further notice.  
Only visitors are affected.  
Families with children under 
the age of 12 can still seek 
medical help at all of its 
locations. 
 



An off-duty Wisconsin State 
Trooper says he was driving in 
Mount Pleasant near Racine 
last Friday night when he 
smelled smoke in the air.  That 
trooper is being given credit 
for helping a family escape its 
burning home with nobody 
getting hurt.  The trooper says 
he followed the smoke, 
spotted the fire and knocked 
on the door until everyone 
inside the home was awake.  
The trooper's name hasn't 
been released.  Mount 
Pleasant authorities say the 
fire started near a wood pile 
next to the garage. 
 

  
Merrill packs City Council 
meeting News 1/9/19 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

 Merrill residents packed last 

night’s city council meeting 

to protest a tax increase 

and have two officials fired.  

The action stems from a 

miscommunication about 

the city budget, which 

Mayor Derek Woellner took 

the blame for.  Last year 

Woellner vetoed the 

budget saying it was too 

high and the council came 



back with a 3% increase.  

What passed was an 

increase of 7.4% but it was 

explained it was due to less 

state funding and increases 

in tax increment districts.  

That didn’t matter as 

residents said it was an 

unexpected bump in taxes 

and City Administrator 

Dave Johnson and Finance 

Director Kathy Unertl are 

being asked to resign.  

Johnson said they only act 

with council approval and 

the city is moving in the 

right direction.   

Another CWD positive deer 

was identified in Oneida 

County and the DNR says 

the Lincoln-Oneida county 

line is likely the epicenter of 

the disease.  Testing after 

last year’s hunt discovered 

the animal in the Crescent 

Corner area, southwest of 

Rhinelander, within a 1-1/2 

mile radius of where two 

other animals were found 



with chronic wasting 

disease last year.  Testing is 

still ongoing. 

The beleaguered Wausau 

Center Mall is losing three 

more stores.  As the city 

works to rebrand and 

rebuild business there, 

Hibbett Sports, Things 

Remembered and Yankee 

Candle all will be moving 

out.  Vacancies make up 

more than half the mall 

right now.  Last year 

Younkers closed and it was 

announced HOM Furniture 

would take its place.  City 

officials have said they’ll 

look at any business with a 

fresh idea for the downtown 

location.   

 

  
Rhinelander business 
shutting down  News  1/9/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

 One of Rhinelander’s biggest 

employers will be shutting 

down the bulk of its 

operations later this year. 

Petco has informed 

employees of Doctors Foster 



& Smith that with the 

exception of the Live 

Aquaria department, the 

operation will close in just a 

matter of weeks. According 

to the press release from 

Petco, the parent company of 

Doctors Foster and Smith, 

289 employees will be 

effected. About four hundred 

full and part time employees 

currently work at the Doctors 

Foster & Smith facility in 

Rhinelander. 

 

Merrill residents packed last 

night’s city council meeting 

to protest a tax increase 

and have two officials fired.  

The action stems from a 

miscommunication about 

the city budget, which 

Mayor Derek Woellner took 

the blame for.  Residents 

said it was an unexpected 

bump in taxes and City 

Administrator Dave Johnson 

and Finance Director Kathy 



Unertl are being asked to 

resign.  Johnson said they 

only act with council 

approval and the city is 

moving in the right 

direction.  

  

Another CWD positive deer 

was identified in Oneida 

County and the DNR says 

the Lincoln-Oneida county 

line is likely the epicenter of 

the disease.  Testing after 

last year’s hunt discovered 

the animal in the Crescent 

Corner area, southwest of 

Rhinelander.  Testing is still 

ongoing. 

 

The beleaguered Wausau 

Center Mall is losing three 

more stores.  As the city 

works to rebrand and 

rebuild business there, 

Hibbett Sports, Things 

Remembered and Yankee 

Candle all will be moving 

out.  Vacancies make up 



more than half the mall 

right now.   

 

  
Rhinelander business 
shutting down News 1/10/19 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

 One of Rhinelander’s 

largest employers is closing.  

Effective February 12th 

Petco, the parent company 

of Doctors Foster and Smith 

will shut down, idling nearly 

300 workers.  Founded in 

1983 the company became 

one of the largest pet 

suppliers in the world.  It was 

purchased by Petco three 

years ago with a promise to 

keep the business in Oneida 

County.  The live aquaria 

division will remain open.   

 

A traffic stop in Crandon 

Tuesday led to the arrests of 

three Milwaukee men on 

drug charges.  24-year old 

Martell Green, 28-year old 

Devon Bell and 32-year old 

Keotis Hamilton are in the 

Forest County Jail for felony 

possession with intent to 

deliver heroin, cocaine and 



possession of drug 

paraphernalia.  Hamilton, 

wanted on another 

warrant, was also charged 

with obstructing an officer, 

bail jumping.  The drugs 

found in the vehicle have a 

street value over $13,000.   

 

Wisconsin/Illinois Senior 

Housing, Incorporated is the 

new owner of Bell Tower 

residence assisted living in 

Merrill.  For 28 years the 

Sisters of Mercy of the Holy 

Cross sponsored and 

operated the facility.  

They’ve signed a letter of 

intent to transfer that 

sponsorship with closing 

expected during the 

second quarter of the year.   

 

The Tomahawk Chamber 

building is getting some 

badly needed work.  It’s 

been more than 30-years 

since any significant 

renovation was done on 



the building and they’re 

seeking donations for a new 

roof, carpeting and 

signage.  The property, on 

the site of the old 

Washington School is 

owned by the city but the 

chamber maintains the 

building.  Cost of the 

project is estimated at 

$20,000.  
 

  
Could jobs be saved in 
Foster and Smith shutdown?  News 1/10/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

 Last year the Walker 

administration in Madison 

offered papermaker 

Kimberly-Clark tax credits to 

keep hundreds of jobs in 

the Fox Valley.  Now with 

Tony Evers in office, could 

something similar be 

proposed to keep hundreds 

of jobs in Rhinelander with 

the announcement of Drs 

Foster and Smith closing?  

Republican State 

Representative Rob 

Swearingen said the 

Department of Workforce 

Development is already 

involved but the Governor’s 



office isn’t fully in place yet.  

He spoke with Assembly 

Speaker Robin Vos this 

morning and they’re 

looking to see if, as with the 

Kimberly-Clark move, the 

Wisconsin Economic 

Development Corporation 

can get involved.  He said 

at this point there’s not 

much they can do.  Senator 

Tom Tiffany is also going to 

reach out to the Governor’s 

office.  Petco, the parent 

company of Drs Foster and 

Smith made the 

announcement yesterday.   

 

A Douglas County Circuit 

Court judge sentenced a 

Superior man to 35 years in 

prison for the sexual assault 

of a child.  Twenty-seven-

year-old habitual criminal 

Godfrey LaBonte was found 

guilty last week.  The eight-

year-old victim told a family 

member about the assault 

in December 2017, 



identifying LaBonte as the 

attacker.   

 

A bipartisan legislative task 

force is recommending the 

state cover two-thirds of all 

public education costs.  

Governor Tony Evers 

campaigned on the 

promise of a one-point-four-

billion dollar increase in 

state funding for schools.  

The Blue Ribbon 

Commission on School 

Funding didn't offer a cost 

estimate for its 

recommendations.  The 

state is covering 65-point-

four percent of public 

school spending for the 

2018-2019 school year and 

the task force recommends 

that amount be increased 

to two-thirds. 
 

  
Missing girl found alive News 1/11/19 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

 Reports out of Barron 

County overnight that 

Jayme Closs has been 

found alive and a suspect is 

in custody.  The 13-year old 



Barron girl was abducted 

three months ago from her 

home where her parents 

were found shot to death.  

She was located in Douglas 

County with help from the 

FBI and the Department of 

Criminal Investigation.  No 

other details are available 

however Barron County 

Sheriff Chris Fitzgerald has 

called a news conference 

for 10:00 this morning.  

Published reports say Jayme 

escaped from a home in 

Gordon, Wisconsin, 

approached a neighbor 

identifying herself and 

asking them to call 911.   

Rhinelander city officials will 

be meeting next week with 

representatives of the North 

Central Wisconsin 

Workforce Development 

Board following the 

announcement 

Wednesday that Doctors 

Foster and Smith will be 

closing in March.  City 



Administrator Daniel Guild 

said they’re going to 

pledge themselves and the 

resources of the city toward 

cooperative efforts with 

federal and state 

representatives and 

agencies to help the 

employees.  Nearly 300 are 

being displaced.  We 

reported yesterday that 

state representative Rob 

Swearingen and senator 

Tom Tiffany have already 

been in contact with the 

governor’s office.   

Police in Minocqua are 

investigating a domestic 

situation that ended with 

gunshots.  A woman 

reportedly suffered a self-

inflicted wound Wednesday 

night at a home on Old 

Hwy 70.  She was taken to 

Howard Young Medical 

Center for treatment then 

transferred to Wausau for 

additional care.  Specific 

details about the incident 



are not being released.  

Officers from the Oneida 

county sheriff’s department 

and Woodruff police are 

assisting with the 

investigation. 
 

  
Missing girl is found and 
going home News 1/11/19  1230p,530p 1:30 

 88 days after her parents 

were killed and she was 

taken against her will, 13-

year old Jayme Closs is 

going home.  Barron county 

sheriff Chris Fitzgerald said 

he’s amazed by Jayme’s 

will to live as she escaped 

from the home in the 

Douglas County community 

of Gordon, Wisconsin where 

she was captive.  Nearby 

neighbors she came into 

contact with recognized 

her and immediately called 

911.  When she was safe, 

officials made an 

arrest…sheriff Fitzgerald at a 

news conference this 

morning… (sot) 

The final figure for the 

Rhinelander Salvation Army 

exceeded their $40,000 



goal.  Totals released today 

show $49,130 collected 

during the Red Kettle 

Campaign.  86-cents of 

every dollar stays in 

Rhinelander with the 

remaining 14-cents used for 

state and national relief 

efforts.  

Still needing more snow, 

area snowmobile clubs are 

reporting excellent travel 

conditions further north but 

for the most part across 

northcentral Wisconsin trails 

are in fair to good shape.  

Later today sections of trails 

in Langlade County are set 

to open but riders are 

cautioned to look for 

restrictions.  Conditions in 

the northern and eastern 

parts of the county are fair 

to good with the exception 

of swamps with standing 

water.  Open fields are also 

lacking adequate snow 

cover.   
 

  News  1/14/19 630a,730a,830a 1:30  The operator of a 



Snowmobilier killed over the 
weekend 

snowmobile died in a 

weekend crash.  The 

Oneida County Sheriff’s 

office reported the 

accident Sunday morning 

shortly after 1 on Old 26 

Road in the Town of 

Schoepke.  The machine 

left the trail and ran into the 

trees.  The 37-year old driver 

was pronounced dead at 

the scene.   

 

A four year old child 

perished in a fire Saturday in 

the Town of Ogema.  A 

neighbor reported the 

blaze Saturday afternoon 

about 2:00 to Price County 

dispatch and that the child 

was still inside.  Officials 

could not get into the home 

as it was engulfed in flames.  

The name has not been 

released.   Five volunteer 

departments responded to 

the call and the cause is still 

under investigation. 

 



The 21-year old man 

accused of kidnapping 13-

year old Jayme Closs and 

murdering her parents was 

the ultimate loner.  

Investigators say Jake 

Thomas Patterson led an 

unremarkable existence in 

the town of Gordon, with no 

online presence and a 

family almost no one ever 

heard of.  Jayme escaped 

from the home she was 

held Thursday morning. 

 

Staff members at the Pointe 

Hotel and Suites in 

Minocqua reported 

suspicious activity to 

Minocqua Police Saturday 

afternoon.  Investigators 

believed there was narcotic 

related activity in progress 

and early Sunday morning 

entered the room are 

made detained multiple 

suspects.  22-year old 

Tawnie Demaray of Lac du 

Flambeau was arrested and 



charged with possession of 

methamphetamine with 

intent to deliver, possession 

of heroin, THC and drug 

paraphernalia, felony bail 

jumping and misdemeanor 

warrants out of Oneida 

Country and the 

Department of Corrections.   
 

  
Rhinelander city council 
faces an active agenda 
tonight News 1/14/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

 An active agenda greets 

the Rhinelander City 

Council for their meeting 

tonight.  Officials will revisit 

the letter sent to Mayor 

Chris Frederickson from 

Petco regarding the 

upcoming closing of Drs 

Foster and Smith.  The 

move, announced last 

week will idle nearly 300 

workers.  Alderpersons will 

also address how to fill the 

vacant District 3 position on 

the council.  14 year 

incumbent Sherrie Belliveau 

resigned from the position in 

December.   

Lincoln County deputies 

arrested a 22-year old 



DePere man early Saturday 

on a criminal charge after a 

UTV crash in the Town of 

Harrison.  The man was 

driving the machine with 

two passengers on a trail off 

Pine Lake Road around 1:30 

am when a branch struck 

one of them.  A 50-year old 

man was hospitalized and 

released for his injuries.  The 

driver is charged with 

causing injury by 

intoxicated use of a vehicle.   

A pole barn was destroyed 

by an early morning fire 

yesterday in the Town 

Harding.  Officials found 

heavy smoke and flames 

coming from the building 

when they arrived.  No 

injuries were reported.   

The woman who rescued 

Jayme Closs last week said 

the stars were aligned when 

the two met as she was 

walking her dog.  Jeanne 

Nutter said a series of small 

events led her to be in the 



right place.  She said she 

left later than expected 

and made a few stops 

along the way.  Nutter is a 

social worker as said she 

was the perfect person to 

run into the distressed girl, 

knowing how to deal with 

children and keeping calm 

in stressful situations. 
 

  
Details about the abduction 
of Jayme Closs are coming 
out News  1/15/19 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

 Details about the 

abduction of 13-year old 

Jayme Closs are coming 

out as the man accused of 

the crime, as well as killing 

her parents made his first 

court appearance 

yesterday.  21-year old Jake 

Patterson appeared in 

Barron County Court via 

video while District Attorney 

Brian Wright made his case 

for a high dollar bail.  The 

gruesome 12-page criminal 

complaint outlined the 

meticulous steps Patterson 

took to avoid detection 

when, for apparently no 

reason other than seeing 



Jayme get onto a school 

bus, decided to kidnap her.  

After 88 days as a captive, 

Jayme managed to 

escape and Patterson was 

arrested within minutes.  His 

bond was set at $5-million 

on the four felony charges 

and he’s back in court 

February 6th.  Prosecutors 

say Patterson may face 

additional charges in 

Douglas County in 

connection with the case.   

 

A 39-year old Rhinelander 

man is charged with two 

felonies after allegedly 

sexually assaulting a 

woman last week.  Chad 

Tabbert was in Oneida 

County Court yesterday 

accused of taking the 

woman to his house, 

assaulted and hit her and 

when she tried to escape, 

dragged her back.   The 

victim did escape and a 

neighbor called police.  



Tabbert is jailed on a 

$20,000 cash bond and 

back in court today. 

 

The driver in a fatal 

snowmobile crash over the 

weekend has been 

identified as 37-year old 

Richard Krook of Pelican 

Lake.  His machine left the 

trail in the Town of 

Schoepke and ran into the 

trees. 

 

Antigo lit up last night with 

their annual Optimist 

Christmas Tree Burn to 

benefit the youth of 

Langlade County. 
 

  
Rhinelander K-9 cop getting 
a team mate News 1/15/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

 The Wisconsin Institute for 

Law and Liberty says it 

intends to file a lawsuit 

against Governor Tony 

Evers, Attorney General 

Josh Kaul and Wisconsin 

Department of Revenue 

Secretary Peter Barca in an 

attempt to bring clarity to 

whether wedding barn 



businesses are required to 

have a liquor license. The 

debate centers around 

whether wedding barns are 

considered a "public 

place," and as such, 

required to obtain a liquor 

license if anyone is 

consuming alcohol on their 

property, regardless of 

whether it was sold there. 

Wedding barn owners 

maintain that they are 

private businesses hosting 

private parties, and should 

not be required to get a 

liquor license if they aren't 

selling alcohol. Typically, the 

barns provide a location for 

the wedding or other 

events, but the party has to 

supply its own decorations, 

food and alcohol. 

 Rhinelander Police K-9 

officer Odin is getting a 

teammate.  The K-9 for 

Cops program, launched 

by Crossroads K-9 Rescue is 

providing departments with 



a complete outfit, a fully 

trained dog, car, 

equipment and resources.  

Rhinelander gets the first 

one.  The program is a 

tribute to fallen Everest 

Metro Detective Jason 

Weiland and three other 

victims in a Rothschild 

shooting in March of 2017.  

This dog will share both 

Jason’s name and his 

badge number, 1274.  

Police Chief Lloyd Gauthier 

said his department’s been 

working on getting a 

second dog but never 

dreamed it would be this 

soon.  Officials hope to 

place the animal later this 

year.  

And new Packers coach 

Matt LaFleur has a new 

offensive coordinator, hiring 

Jacksonville’s Nathaniel 

Hackett. 
 

  
Jake Patterson trial being 
worked on News 1/16/19 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

 While authorities build the 

case against Jake Patterson 

in the abduction of Jayme 



Closs and the murder of her 

parents, two other issues are 

being worked on.  

Patterson, who was being 

held in the Barron County 

Jail, was moved yesterday 

to Polk County because 

one of Jayme’s relatives 

worked there.  Sheriff Chris 

Fitzgerald said it was an 

administrative decision and 

no one threatened 

Patterson.  Secondly is the 

issue of the $50,000 reward 

offered for information 

about the 13-year old girl.  

The FBI says that remains 

under review at the 

moment.  Jayme was 

discovered by Jeanne 

Nutter while walking her 

dog last Thursday and took 

her to the home of Peter 

and Kristin Kasinkas, who 

called 911.  The family said 

Jayme should get the 

money because she got 

herself out.   

A judgement of conviction 



was filed yesterday and 41-

year old Cory Brown of 

Antigo will go to prison to 

trying to kill his girlfriend in 

Crandon last year.  Brown 

was found guilty of four 

felonies including 

attempted 2nd degree 

intentional homicide.  

Originally 22 counts were 

leveled against him in the 

case. 

Rhinelander’s new 

community response team 

will meet weekly in response 

to the closing of Drs. Foster 

and Smith.  Petco 

announced its plan to close 

the facility by March, idling 

nearly 300 employees.  

Several state, regional and 

local organizations are 

already working with 

people to help deal with 

the situation, but caution 

them not to react too 

quickly.  Petco will meet 

with individuals to review 

the severance packages 



offered but those benefits 

could be lost if the 

employee leaves before 

the layoff date.   
 

  
Woman identified in shooting News  1/16/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

 Marinette County 

authorities have identified 

the 63-year-old woman 

found shot to death in her 

home in the Town of 

Pembine as Shelley 

Erickson-Rogge.  The victim's 

husband, Gary Rogge, has 

been arrested and charges 

are pending.  Investigators 

say he called 9-1-1 Sunday 

night, saying he had shot his 

wife and she was dead.  

The Marinette County 

district attorney is expected 

to file charges against the 

55-year-old Rogge.  No 

motive for the shooting has 

been revealed. 

The Wisconsin Department 

of Workforce Development 

reports more than 425 

unemployment claims were 

filed by federal workers last 

week.  There are 29-



thousand workers normally 

on the federal payroll in 

Wisconsin.  Those who have 

been impacted by the 

partial federal government 

shutdown have been 

encouraged by Governor 

Tony Evers to seek the 

benefits while they aren't 

being paid.  Federal 

workers who aren't being 

paid, but are still on the job, 

aren't eligible for the 

benefits. 

Republican legislative 

leaders call Medicaid 

expansion a "non-starter," 

but Wisconsin's governor 

says he will keep pushing for 

it.  Governor Tony Evers met 

with Republicans Tuesday 

to talk about priorities for 

the current session.  Evers 

thinks he will convince 

Republican lawmakers of 

his point of view.  Assembly 

Speaker Robin Vos says 

he'd rather talk about areas 

where common ground 



can be found with Evers -- 

like education, 

transportation and 

workforce development. 

People interested in helping 

Jayme Closs and her family, 

a GoFundMe page has 

been set up or you can 

contact the Sterling Bank in 

Barron.   Use caution about 

donating to other 

fundraising efforts online as 

some are likely to be scams.   
 

  
Shopko will close stores 
later this year News  1/17/19 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

 Shopko has filed for 

bankruptcy and will close 

38 stores as part of its 

restructuring efforts.  More 

than a dozen of those are 

spread across northeast 

and northcentral Wisconsin.  

The Rhinelander and Eagle 

River stores are not 

affected.   The 

Ashwaubenon-based 

retailer announced 

yesterday it has obtained 

$480 million in financing 

from lenders led by Wells 

Fargo to fund and protect 



its operations while it goes 

through bankruptcy.  

Shopko has also asked the 

federal bankruptcy court to 

allow it to continue to pay 

wages, salaries, and 

benefits, and pay vendors 

and suppliers during the 

bankruptcy process. 

Meeting in closed session 

last night, the Lincoln 

County Land Services 

committee discussed taking 

legal action against a 

company wanting to build 

a construction landfill off 

Hwy 8 in the Town of King.  

The site, which just meets 

the minimum state 

requirements, is near Lake 

Nokomis and both residents 

and officials are concerned 

the unlined landfill will 

affect the water.  JBM 

Howard Company, Inc. of 

Rhinelander wants to use 

two acres for a construction 

landfill and may litigate to 



get approval after the 

committee turned back 

their request last week. 

Wisconsin Democrats are 

pushing for an increase in 

the federal minimum wage 

and an end to the tipped 

minimum wage.  The bills 

introduced in both the 

House and Senate would 

increase the minimum 

wage to 15 dollars an hour 

by 2024 and tie future 

growth of the minimum 

wage to inflation and other 

financial indexes.  

Congressman Mark Pocan 

says the minimum wage 

hasn’t changed for 12 

years.   

 

 

  
Gov. Evers speaks on 
marijuana issue News  1/17/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

 Wisconsin Governor Tony 

Evers has told members of 

the Wisconsin Technology 

Council board he favors 

legalizing medical 



marijuana, but he says he 

won't rush it.  Evers says he 

will likely include what he 

calls a "first step" toward 

legalization in his state 

budget proposal. It is 

possible he might call for a 

statewide referendum.  

Republican Senator Majority 

Leader Scott Fitzgerald has 

said he doesn't support 

legalizing medical 

marijuana. 

Wisconsin is ranked right at 

the bottom -- 50th -- among 

the states when it comes to 

racial integration and equal 

rights.  The study by the 

website WalletHub was 

released less than a week 

before Doctor Martin Luther 

King Junior Day.  The state 

has one of the highest 

income gaps between the 

races, to go with one of the 

five worst unemployment 

rate gaps.  Wisconsin 

ranked last or next-to-last in 

nearly every category in the 



study, finishing ahead of 

only the District of 

Columbia. 

The weekend forecast is 

perfect for racing in Eagle 

River as the World 

Championship begins 

tomorrow.  And former 

champion Nick Van 

Strydonk of Tomahawk will 

make another run for the 

checkered flag and raise 

money for veterans at the 

same time.  Last year he 

raffled off one of his race 

suits for more than $5,500.  

He’s doing it again in the 

hope of raising even more 

for the local VFW, Wounded 

Warriors, Never Forgotten 

Honor Flight and others.  A 

new suit was specially 

designed for his qualifying 

run tomorrow.  The 

championship is Sunday, 

the same day the raffle 

winner will be announced.  
 

 
State politicians at work  News 1/18/19 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

Republican State 

Representatives are 



pitching a middle class tax 

cut, one that puts them at 

odds with Democratic 

Governor Tony Evers.  The 

Assembly unveiled the 

proposal to provide $340-

million in tax relief, targeting 

those individuals and 

families making under $150-

thousand.  The average 

median income family 

would see a $310 drop in 

net taxes.  The Governor’s 

office reacted saying the 

plan falls short of what he’s 

proposed.  Assembly 

Speaker Robin Vos said 

yesterday it will be paid for 

with the state budget 

surplus.  Rhinelander 

Representative Rob 

Swearingen strongly 

disagrees with Ever’s idea to 

eliminate the 

Manufacturing and 

Agriculture Tax Credit to 

fund his plan.  In Wausau, 

State Representative Pat 

Snyder said he doesn’t 



thing using surplus funds will 

be an issue as long as 

business growth continues.   

Another in a series of 

informational meetings was 

held last night for the 

upcoming referendum in 

the Northland Pines School 

District.  The vote next 

month asks voters to 

approve $4.6-million per 

year for three years to keep 

the school resource officer, 

safety enhancements and 

maintaining school 

programs.  Two more 

meetings are set for the 29th 

and February 4th.   

Federal Judge James 

Peterson ruled yesterday 

the early voting restrictions 

enacted by Wisconsin 

Republicans in a lame-duck 

legislative session last year 

are illegal.  In the 

November election, the 

overwhelmingly Democratic 



cities of Madison and 

Milwaukee allowed voting 

for six weeks before the 

election, far longer than in 

smaller and more 

conservative communities 

across Wisconsin.  The 

restrictions passed by 

majority Republicans last 

month limit early voting to 

the two weeks leading up 

to an election. 

 

 
Wausau business had visit 
from the IRS News 1/18/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

A spokesperson for the 

Internal Revenue Service 

confirms that federal agents 

were removing boxes from 

a Wausau business office 

yesterday afternoon.  No 

information was released 

about any investigation.  

Zipperer Financial finds 

Medicare coverage plans 

for its clients and has been 

doing business at the 

Wausau location for about 

two years.  The company 

reportedly has an A-plus 

standing with the Better 



Business Bureau. 

The Wisconsin Supreme 

Court agreed to take up 

two cases focused on who 

controls the state's natural 

resources.  At question is the 

balance of power between 

state regulators and state 

lawmakers.  Conservation 

interests want the D-N-R to 

retain that power while 

business groups want it in 

the hands of elected 

politicians. 

Wisconsin teenager Jayme 

Closs is on the cover of 

People magazine which is 

on newsstands today.  Closs 

is the 13-year-old who was 

abducted by a man on the 

day he killed her parents.  

She managed to get free 

87 days later.  The case has 

captured national attention 

and the magazine article 

includes comments from 

her relatives about the girl's 

first few days at home.  

Suspect Jake Patterson is 



being held in the Polk 

County Jail. 

Local officials say the 

phone reports started 

coming in shortly before 

2:00 yesterday when 

residents living in and near 

Portage heard a loud 

boom.  Many of the 9-1-1 

callers said they thought it 

was an explosion.  Portage 

police say what the people 

heard was a "sonic boom" 

caused by military flight 

maneuvers by the 115th 

Fighter Wing based at Truax 

Air National Guard Base in 

nearby Madison. 

 
 

 
      

 
State conservation congress 
meets News 1/21/19 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

The spring hearings of the 

Wisconsin Conservation 

Congress will include an 

advisory question about 

bounties for deer infected 

with chronic wasting 

disease.  Infected deer 

could be worth up to $1,250 



when harvested but 

funding would come from 

the state budget and that’s 

far from finished.  A similar 

program ran in 2003. 

Wisconsin’s Menominee 

Tribe is appealing the 

decision to reject their 

lawsuit over a mine near 

the Michigan/Wisconsin 

state lines.  The Tribe 

contends the EPA wrongly 

allowed Michigan to 

handle permitting for Aquila 

Resources to locate the 

mine near the Menominee 

River, which they say would 

harm the water and destroy 

burial grounds and cultural 

sites.  The final permits were 

granted in June.  A 

company spokesman said 

they’d protect the 

environment and history. 

The Senate's top Democrat 

predicts the president's 

proposal to break the 

shutdown stalemate won't 

pass the Senate.  Sen. 



Chuck Schumer of New 

York said yesterday he 

thinks Democrats will block 

the measure to give the 

president $5.7 billion for the 

border wall. The proposal 

would also extend 

temporary protections for 

some young people 

brought to the U.S. illegally 

as children and immigrants 

who fled disaster zones.  

Majority Leader Mitch 

McConnell is to bring 

Trump's proposal to the 

Senate floor for a vote on 

Tuesday. 

The Rams and Patriots both 

had overtime wins to set up 

Super Bowl 53. 

Defending champion Blaine 

Stephenson of Hutchinson, 

Minnesota captured the 

finale at the Eagle River 

Derby Complex yesterday, 

holding off Tomahawk’s 

Nick VanStryDonk who took 

second only 1.3 seconds 

behind in the 56th annual 



championship race. 
 

 
Airplane pilot I.D. who was 
involved in crash News 1/21/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

The Sheboygan County 

Sheriff's Office has identified 

the pilot of a plane which 

crashed in northeastern 

Wisconsin as 64-year-old 

Michael Kruswick.  He had 

to make an emergency 

landing Friday afternoon in 

the town of Scott when his 

small plane lost power.   He 

suffered minor injuries in the 

accident.  Scott was the 

only person in the plane. 

The Menominee County 

Sheriff's Office reports four 

people were injured 

Saturday morning when 

their plane went down on 

the Menominee Reservation 

north of Kashena.  Two 

people were taken to a 

hospital and two others 

didn't require medical 

treatment.  None of the 

injuries were life-threatening 

and the names of the 

people involved haven't 

been released.  



Investigators say the aircraft 

took off from Waupaca and 

was headed to Iron 

Mountain, Michigan. 

Charges could be filed 

against a Waupaca County 

man who is accused of 

shooting his neighbor's dog, 

then dumping the body.  

The dog owner called 

authorities last week saying 

he found evidence his pet 

had been shot on Jeffrey 

Buttles' property.  The dog 

had been dumped in the 

South Branch of the Little 

Wolf River.  Buttles was 

arrested Friday.  

Wisconsin livestock 

producers are being forced 

to make difficult financial 

decisions as hay prices go 

up due to shortages.  

Producers and feed 

suppliers say the shortages 

could eventually cause 

price increases for 

consumers.  August flooding 

made the hay from local 



fields unusable and efforts 

to cut hay were limited by 

wet weather.  Feed 

suppliers say they are 

having to pay more for hay 

this winter because the 

supply is so limited. 
 

 
Rhinelander school board 
approves News 1/22/19 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

The Rhinelander School 

Board last night formally 

approved an agreement 

with Dr. Lee Swank and will 

explore multiple facility 

options with a donation of 

$500,000.  Through the 

Hodag Schools Foundation, 

the pledge will stretch over 

several years, designated to 

improving indoor activity 

facilities.  Dr. Swank noted, 

with the unpredictable 

spring weather’s impact on 

sports, this kind of facility 

would not only benefit 

student athletes but the 

community as well all year 

long.   

The new Generations senior 

center rebuilding effort in 

Woodruff got a $5000 



boost.  The Marshfield Clinic 

Health System contributed 

the funds to the project that 

will include an indoor 

walking track, pickleball 

court, arts and crafts 

enclave, meeting rooms, 

retail shop, café, social 

areas and more.  The 

former center was gutted 

by fire three years ago.  

Officials with the center say 

that while progress is being 

made, it still needs 

community support and 

fundraising. 

Fire Friday afternoon 

destroyed the main lodge 

at the Whitecap Mountains 

Resort and now the owners 

say they’ll rebuild.  Multiple 

departments responded to 

the blaze at the facility in 

the Town of Anderson, 

about 30 miles northwest of 

Mercer.  Nearby homes and 

the hotel were not 

damaged and no one was 

hurt.  The cause is still 



unknown. 

Winter Weather Advisories 

are in effect until tomorrow 

morning for much of the 

state as another winter 

storm rolls in.  About 3-6 

inches is expected across 

the north with the south 

looking for around 7 inches 

in the Madison area.  

Milwaukee’s expecting at 

least five, on top of the five 

they got last week. 

 

 
Man dies in snowmobile 
crash this morning News 1/22/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

A 25-year old man died in a 

snowmobile accident early 

this morning.  Minocqua 

Police reported the crash 

about 2:30 on South Stone 

Lake Road.  When officers 

arrived the operator was 

pronounced dead at the 

scene.  Investigators say the 

machine was on an 

unmarked trail when it 

struck a closed metal gate.  

No other details are 

available and the name is 

not being released until 



relatives are notified. 

Emergency responders say 

they don't know how long a 

woman was submerged in 

her minivan after it was 

driven into the Baraboo 

River yesterday morning.  

The accident happened 

near Caledonia Township in 

Columbia County shortly 

before 7:30.  The woman's 

name hasn't been 

released.  She was pulled 

out of the submerged 

vehicle and taken to Divine 

Savior Hospital in Portage 

where her medical 

condition isn't known. 

The Village of Weston voted 

last night to negotiate a 

contract with Keith Donner 

to become the next village 

administrator.  He's currently 

serving as the interim village 

administrator, since Daniel 

Guild's controversial 

departure to Rhinelander 

last September.  A deal has 

not yet been reached in 



the negotiations.  Donner 

has also served as the 

director of Weston's Public 

Works & Utilities 

Department.   

Partisan bickering is 

extending the government 

shutdown, entering its 

second month and Senator 

Tammy Baldwin wants it to 

end.  She said she’s hearing 

from people already in crisis 

with a second missed 

paycheck looming.   House 

Democrats have passed a 

number of bills trying to 

reopen the government, 

but the Republican led 

Senate has refused to take 

them up for a vote. 

 

 
Tony Evers delivers State of 
the State address News 1/23/19 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

Newly elected Wisconsin 

Governor Tony Evers 

delivered his first State of 

the State Address last night 

at the state Capitol in 

Madison.  The Democrat 

who defeated Republican 



Scott Walker in November 

hit on a number of areas 

that he has identified as 

critical to the residents of 

the state, including good 

paying jobs, adequately 

funded K-12 education, 

accessible and affordable 

healthcare, a solution to the 

state’s transportation 

funding dilemma, clean 

water, and a middle class 

tax break.  Rhinelander 

Republican State 

Representative Rob 

Swearingen reacted saying 

he was disappointed Evers 

ignored issues like the 

state’s low unemployment 

rate, a low tax burden, 

increased tourism and other 

positive reforms over the last 

eight years.  Swearingen 

also looks forward to the 

working with the new 

governor on the upcoming 

state budget.  Evers will 

propose his own version of 

it, while Republicans in the 



legislature have indicated 

that they will prepare their 

own version of a two-year 

spending plan. 

An unexpected impact of 

the ongoing government 

shutdown could be school 

lunches.  Federal funding 

through the Department of 

Agriculture to schools will 

run out in March, potentially 

leaving every district in the 

state struggling to provide 

meals to students.  There’s 

still no end in sight from 

lawmakers in Washington. 

The Natural Resources 

Board meetings wrap up 

today with discussion on 

black bear harvest quotas 

that would drop the 

number of available tags by 

about 540 and the length of 

the crossbow season 

among the items.  Other 

topics included the 

migratory bird season and 



setting the public hearing 

questions for the spring 

meeting.   

 

 
Head on collision leaves one 
dead in Boulder Jct.  News 1/24/19 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

A head on collision 

yesterday morning in 

Boulder Junction leaves one 

person dead.  Vilas County 

authorities report the crash 

on Hwy 51 near Bakken 

Road about 10:00 between 

two pickups.  First 

responders had to cut the 

victims from the vehicles, 

with two others transported 

to the Howard Young 

Medical Center in 

Woodruff.  No other details 

are available.   

Burglaries in Langlade 

County the last several 

weeks led investigators to 

three people, who 

appeared in court 

yesterday for a number of 

felony burglary and drug 

charges.  37-year old Jason 

Behm and 40-year old 



Valerie Deangelis, both of 

Wausau and 38-year old 

Andrew Schroeder of 

Pearson allegedly broke 

into several homes taking 

alcohol, jewelry, firearms, 

money and other items.  

They were arrested Friday in 

Oneida County with some 

of the good and drugs.  All 

three are held on bond and 

due back in court February 

4th. 

Both the FBI and Jenny-O 

put up half of the $50,000 

reward for information 

leading to the Jayme Closs.  

The turkey company will 

donate their half directly to 

the teen, who escaped 

from her captor after 88 

days.  21-year old Jake 

Patterson is charged with 

her kidnapping and the 

murder of her parents, who 

both worked at the 

company.  Jenny-O, a 

division of Hormel Foods, 

announced they’re working 



with law enforcement to 

get the funds to the 13-year 

old girl.  Company 

president Steve Lykken said 

in a statement he hopes a 

trust fund can be set up for 

Jayme’s current and future 

needs.  Typically details on 

FBI rewards are not 

disclosed. 
 

 
St. Point man busted in sex 
sting News 1/24/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

When a Stevens Point man 

showed up at a McDonald's 

restaurant, expecting to 

pay 100-dollars to have sex 

with an underage girl, he 

was greeted by police.  

Now, Leo Pelot faces jail 

time when he is sentenced 

based on a plea 

agreement in April.  Pelot 

agreed to pay the aunt of a 

15-year-old girl the money 

to have sex with the 

teenager -- but the aunt 

was really an undercover 

officer.  Two charges which 

were dropped can be 

considered when he returns 

to Lincoln County Circuit 



Court for the sentencing. 

The DNR reports the 808-

thousand dollars it paid in 

wildlife damage claims in 

2017 is actually less than the 

year before.  The agency 

denied payment on 18 of 

the 249 claims because 

filers failed to meet the 

program's requirements or 

the appraisal didn't exceed 

the 500-dollar deductible.  

Damage done by deer 

represented 81 percent of 

the appraised damages.  

Bear and geese accounted 

for another nine percent 

each. 

After serving as Wisconsin's 

lieutenant governor the 

past eight years, Rebecca 

Kleefisch has taken a new 

position.  She will serve as 

executive director of the 

Women's Suffrage 

Centennial 

Commission. She had 

already been a member of 

the 14-person commission 



which was created to lead 

commemorative and 

educational efforts for the 

100th anniversary of 

women's right to vote -- 

coming up August 26th of 

next year. 

A federal court ruling 

yesterday delayed 

Wisconsin’s redistricting trial, 

ruling in favor of a 

Republican motion to hold 

off until the US Supreme 

Court decides similar cases 

to election maps in other 

states. 
 

 
Winter weather hits the area News 1/25/19 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

Dangerous wind chills 

accompanied below zero 

temperatures this morning, 

prompting dozens of school 

closings across the area.  

That list is on this station’s 

website.  A wind chill 

advisory is in effect until 

noon today, feeling like 30 

below or better.  The frigid 

conditions will run through 

the weekend and into next 

week.  Lake effect snows 



are expected in the far 

north today.  Oneida 

County Emergency 

Management identified the 

following facilities open as 

warming centers, in 

Rhinelander the Wal-Mart 

Supercenter and Ascension 

St. Mary’s Hospital.  In the 

Lakeland area, the Trig’s 

Mall, Wal-Mart and Howard 

Young Medical Center. 

Vilas County authorities 

identified the victim of a 

fatal crash Wednesday as 

59-year old Timothy Boss of 

Manitowish Waters.  He was 

the driver of one of the 

pickups that collided head 

on, on Hwy 51 in Boulder 

Junction, injuring two other 

people. 

The snowmobiler who died 

in Minocqua early Tuesday 

morning has been identified 

as 25-year old Trey Kent of 

Wisconsin Rapids.  He was 

killed when his machine left 

an unmarked trail on South 



Stone Lake Road and struck 

a closed gate.  He was not 

wearing a helmet. 

The latest Marquette 

University Law School poll 

finds more people support 

legalizing marijuana in the 

state.  59% of Wisconsinites 

polled approve, up sharply 

from the totals of 2014 when 

41% were in support.  

Pollsters say this mirrors the 

national trend.  Attorney 

General Josh Kaul and 

Governor Tony Evers are 

also in favor, saying there’s 

a good chance legalizing 

medical marijuana in the 

state could pass in this 

session of the legislature.   
 

 
Extreme cold to hang around 
the area News 1/25/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

There are dueling 

viewpoints from the 

Assembly over a UW-

Madison professor’s modern 

politics course.  The course 

syllabus says Trump 

“gleefully flouts the norms of 

governing” and describes a 

number of scandals he’s 



involved in.  Assemblyman 

Dave Murphy says the 

wording could have been 

better. “The syllabus was 

somewhat over the top, 

and I’m somewhat 

concerned about how it 

would affect students and 

their feelings about taking 

the course.”  Murphy says 

he’s working for his 

constituents in raising 

concerns over the 

education of 

students. “They pay taxes 

that go to the University to 

fund this. They have a right 

to be heard and we have a 

right to say something 

about this.”  Democrat 

Assemblyman Jimmy 

Anderson says this is a 

perfect example of the sort 

of protected free speech 

that Republicans 

championed last session, 

and they have no room to 

complain.  “[They] made a 

big showing of saying how 



important is that we have 

free speech on campuses, 

and that we allow our 

students and professors to 

be able to speak their 

minds, and it struck me odd 

that we were now criticizing 

a professor for doing 

exactly that.” 

The National Weather 

Service say the extreme 

cold weather which hit the 

Upper Midwest will remain 

in the picture until next 

week, at least.  Many 

events are being 

canceled.  The 

meteorologists are warning 

of wind chill factors 

reaching 40-to-50 degrees 

below zero.  People who 

are outside in weather like 

this can suffer frostbite in just 

a matter of minutes if they 

leave their skin exposed to 

the conditions.   
 

 
Snowmobile crash over the News 1/281/19 630a,730a,830a 1:30 A snowmobile crash in Lake 



weekend kills a Green Bay 
man 

Tomahawk Saturday night 

killed a Green Bay man.  44-

year old Matthew Marten’s 

machine left the trail off 

Lyannas road and Hwy 47 

shortly before 9:00 and ran 

into the trees.  Authorities 

He was pronounced dead 

at the scene.  This is the 

ninth snowmobile death of 

the season.   

Fire Saturday morning 

destroyed a Prentice home.  

Several departments 

including Catawba, 

Kennan, Ogema and 

Phillips responded to the 

call shortly before 8:00.  The 

occupants were able to get 

out before the building was 

engulfed.  Temperatures 

well below zero hampered 

the firefighting efforts and 

one volunteer was treated 

at the scene for injuries.   

Again much of the North 

gets the short end of the 

stick in the snow 

department from the latest 



winter storm.  From Lincoln 

County south winter storm 

warnings are in effect up six 

tonight while advisories 

extend north to the border.  

North of Hwy 8, 3-5” is 

expected while central 

Wisconsin is looking at 7.  

Some flights into and out of 

the Central Wisconsin 

Airport in Mosinee have 

already been cancelled.  

Schools across the area 

have also delayed or 

cancelled classes and that 

list is available on this 

station’s website.  From 

Stevens Point south almost 

10” and south of a line from 

Black River Falls to 

Sheboygan well over a foot 

of new show.  Bitter Arctic 

air moves into tonight, 

running through Thursday 

with below zero 

temperatures for highs and 

wind chills dropping to 

minus 55.  Roads across the 

entire listening area are 



snow covered and slippery 

this morning. 
 

 
Bad winter weather 
continues in the state News 1/281/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

The snow emergency 

declared for much of the 

state of Wisconsin is just the 

start.  National Weather 

Service meteorologists are 

warning some of the 

coldest air seen in the state 

in years will arrive 

tomorrow.  Milwaukee is 

expecting a high 

temperature of 11 degrees 

below zero Wednesday -- 

which would be a record 

for the date.  Arctic cold is 

coming into the Badger 

State along with the snow.  

Parts of southwestern 

Wisconsin are bracing for 

more than a foot.  The 

experts say it will be hard to 

measure the snowfall 

because the wind will be 

blowing so hard.  We could 

see wind chills of 55 below 

by mid-week. 

A 29-year old Plover man 

will be referred to the 



Lincoln County District 

Attorney on charges after 

snowmobile trail markers, 

trail signs and a marking 

barrel were stuck over the 

weekend on Lake Alice.  

The damage stretched for 

one and a half miles along 

the trail.  The man faces 

charges of criminal 

damage to property and 

tampering with navigational 

signs. 

A weekend fire in 

Tomahawk caused minimal 

damage.  Smoke was 

reported at a home on Nick 

Road Saturday morning 

and what fire there was, 

was quickly extinguished.  

Damage was contained to 

the attic of the home.  No 

cause was reported. 

The Minocqua Town Board 

will host a special meeting 

February 12th. On the 

agenda, a proposal from 

the Lions Club to build a 

second pavilion at Torpy 



Park, downtown.  The idea 

has been floating around 

nearly five years, a 

donation from the club.  

Comprehensive planning 

has been ongoing since last 

summer. 
 

 
A couple of people arrested 
in Forest Co. on drug busts News 1/29/19 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

The Forest County Drug Task 

Force made a traffic stop in 

Crandon last week and 

ended up arresting two 

people on drug charges.  

20-year old Brandon Phalen 

of Laona, the driver, is 

charged with operating 

after revocation and four 

counts of bail jumping.  26-

year old Keshia Morris of 

Crandon is jailed for 

possession of drug 

paraphernalia and bail 

jumping.  While being 

booked officers found 

packages of Fentanyl on 

her and amended charges 

to possession with intent to 

deliver.  Another person in 

the vehicle was detained 

but released. 



Rhinelander’s City Council 

last night agreed to appoint 

someone to the vacant 

District Three seat.  

Longtime council member 

Sherrie Belleview resigned 

the position last December.  

Mayor Chris Frederickson 

said five people have 

expressed interest in filling 

the spot and may have a 

public forum next Tuesday 

for people to meet the 

candidates.  He said he’d 

like to have the council 

make a decision on a 

replacement in the next 

two weeks.   

Expect light snow showers 

and windy conditions today 

with temperatures 

expected to fall well below 

zero by afternoon.  The 

frigid weather will continue 

into Thursday with highs in 

the teens below zero and 

lows in the mid 20s below.  

Wind chill values will drop to 

minus 50 in some areas.  



Schools have already 

posted closings for 

tomorrow and that list is on 

this station’s website.  A 

gradual warm up will begin 

Friday as the mercury will 

finally climb into double 

digit highs and it will feel 

very different over the 

weekend as temperatures 

warm back up into the 30s.   
 

 
Early morning raid on home 
in Crandon leads to five 
arrests News 1/29/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

An early morning raid on a 

Crandon home last week 

led to five arrests.  The 

Forest County Sheriff’s office 

reports they executed a 

search warrant at the home 

of Lana Rodriquez and 

Dylan Laux.  As officers 

entered Rodriquez 

allegedly ran to the 

bathroom and began 

dumping bags of narcotics 

into the toilet.  Several other 

people were found in a 

basement bedroom along 

with three minor children.  

The search turned up Crack 

cocaine, prescription pills, 



marijuana, several digital 

scales, packing materials, a 

ledger and large amounts 

of drug paraphernalia and 

cash.  The 32 year old 

Rodriquez and 25 year old 

Laux were arrested along 

with 23 year old Alyssa 

Daniels, 24 year old Jordan 

Phalen and 45 year old 

Michelle Bartlein, all of 

Crandon.  Numerous 

charges from keeping a 

drug house to felony 

possession with intent to 

deliver and others along 

with child neglect.  All are in 

the Forest County jail on 

bond ranging from $1500 to 

$20,000.  Two others were 

picked up in this case after 

a traffic stop and more 

arrests may be pending. 

The Rhinelander Area Food 

Pantry is working with the 

UW Extension to educate 

clients about healthy food 

choices.  The Food Drive 5 

program offers healthy 



choices that include protein 

foods, fruit, soups, whole 

grains and vegetables.  

They also encourage 

donors to provide food that 

offers good nutrition.  More 

families are depending on 

these donations and Food 

Pantry Executive Director 

Guy Hansen asks that 

donations be made with an 

eye toward healthier 

choices as well as low 

sodium options.   
 

 
Very cold wind chills stick 
around the area News 1/30/19 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

Wind chill warnings are in 

effect until noon tomorrow 

across the state as extreme 

cold dropped in and 

brought sub-zero 

temperatures with it.  

Schools and sporting 

events, government offices, 

non-essential services, 

businesses have all closed 

for the day, many for 

Thursday as well.  

Rhinelander Mayor Chris 

Frederickson declared a 

state of emergency for the 



city, closing down city hall.  

Police and Fire departments 

remain open and the water 

department will be 

monitoring collection and 

distribution systems for main 

breaks and freezing pipe 

incidents.  The Oneida 

County Courthouse, Health 

and Aging building and 

UW-Extension are all closed 

as well.  Much of the Merrill 

area was without power last 

night and early this morning 

areas around Athens and 

Edgar were in the dark.  

WPS crews also have to 

deal with the cold to restore 

service.   

Rhinelander firefighters, 

backed up by volunteer 

support battled the 

weather and a fire that 

gutted a home on Spring 

lake road in the city.  

Dispatch was called about 

7:00 last night.  The family 

was able to get out safely 

as flames broke through the 



roof.  The cause was not 

immediately known.     

The Vilas County Sheriff’s 

office reported an accident 

at Pukall Lumber in Arbor 

Vitae killed a 30-year old 

man.  Emergency 

responders found the man 

trapped on a conveyor belt 

and pronounced him dead 

at the scene.  The 

manufacturing division of 

the company will be closed 

today. 

Officials didn’t say why but 

the Perkins Restaurant and 

Bakery in Schofield is 

closing, with February third 

being the last day.  And 

Briq’s Soft Serve is closing 

locations in Edgar and 

Merrill.   
 

 
State congressman calls out 
the president over a tweet News 1/31/19 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

A Wisconsin congressman 

has called the president a 

"moron" over a tweet about 

global warming.  With 

record-setting cold hitting 

the upper Midwest, 

President Trump tweeted 



Monday that global 

warming should "come 

back fast."  Trump has often 

tweeted his doubts about 

climate change.  

Democratic Congressman 

Mark Pocan said, "Only a 

moron would not 

understand global warming 

causes huge temperature 

swings."  Climatologists call 

the cold snap "an extreme 

weather event," not a 

climate trend.  Ironically the 

Ice Castles exhibit in Lake 

Geneva are closed 

because of the weather.  A 

carbon copy of today is 

expected tomorrow across 

the state. 

Democrats in the Wisconsin 

Assembly have pulled out 

of a federal lawsuit over the 

way legislative district 

boundaries have been set 

up.  A group of Democratic 

voters will continue the 

case.  The attorney for the 

lawmakers tells reporters the 



voting group is well-

equipped to go on.  

Assembly Democrats won't 

have to turn over 

documents or answer 

questions to support their 

claims, now that they have 

withdrawn.  The case is 

scheduled to go to trial this 

summer. 

The Wisconsin Department 

of Justice is analyzing the 

contents of a cell phone 

belonging to the man 

accused of abducting 

Jayme Closs after he killed 

her parents.  Investigators 

are said to be checking call 

logs, photos and videos 

stored on the phone in an 

effort to "determine the 

chronological context" of 

the crimes.  Twenty-one-

year-old Jake Patterson was 

arrested January 10th after 

the 13-year-old girl 

managed to free herself.  

Patterson's next 

appearance in Barron 



County Circuit Court is 

scheduled for one week 

from today. 
 

 
Winter weather levels off a 
bit News 1/31/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

Government and 

economic development 

officials in southeastern 

Wisconsin say electronics 

giant Foxconn is still 

committed to spending up 

to 10-billion dollars on a job-

creating project.  They say 

the Taiwan-based 

company has reiterated its 

support for the project 

which means 13-thousand 

new jobs for the region's 

economy.  Foxconn has 

already spent 200-million 

dollars on the site.  The 

official statement came 

after stories were published 

about Foxconn Technology 

Group switching its focus to 

creating a research and 

development hub at Mount 

Pleasant rather than an L-C-

D manufacturing plant.  

Republican leaders of the 

Wisconsin Legislature blame 



Governor Tony Evers for 

Foxconn's decision to 

change the focus of its 

huge multi-billion dollar 

project.  Senator Majority 

Leader Scott Fitzgerald and 

Assembly Speaker Rob Vos 

say the Democratic 

governor is bringing in a 

wave of economic 

uncertainty which has 

caused Foxconn to make 

the change. 

A preliminary hearing is set 

for the man accused of 

killing three Chippewa Falls 

Girl Scouts and a mother in 

a crash.  Colten Treu was 

back in court yesterday by 

video conference for a 

review hearing.  Treu's 

attorney's asked for a delay 

in his preliminary hearing 

until April so both sides 

could review his toxicology 

results.  The defendant's 

preliminary hearing is set for 

April 12th. 

Wind chills are finally 



tapering off but with the 

ground covered in snow, 

lighter winds and clear skies 

likely will mean new record 

low temperatures were set 

overnight when all the data 

is collected.  A warm-up is 

on the way.  High 

temperatures could reach 

the low-40s by the 

weekend.   
 

 
Interview In studio 1/15/19 740am 3 minutes 

Talked to Tammy Modic from NATH about 
the annual benefit to raise money for the 
organization  
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Change in the area’s 
weather News 2/1/19 

630a,730a,830
a 1:30 

Life across Wisconsin is 

returning to normal as the 

bitter cold temperatures and 

wind chills of the last several 

days have moved on.  Schools, 

businesses and community 

services are all back to normal 

as is the Post Office after two 



days of no delivery, which 

concerned many people 

because property taxes were 

due when the mail didn’t 

move.  Prairie River Middle 

School in Merrill remains closed 

today but for a different 

reason.  Nearly 3000 people 

lost power in the city Tuesday 

night, including the school and 

that outage caused the pipes 

to freeze and eventually burst.  

Repairs are expected to run 

through the weekend and the 

district is still assessing the 

amount of damage.   

A Park Falls man faces three 

felonies, trying to lure a girl for 

sex.  52-year old William 

Brunkow is free on bond after 

an online sting by the Oneida 

County Sheriff’s Department.  

A detective posed as a 14-

year old girl where Brunkow 

shared explicit photos and 

planned to meet her at a hotel 

in Rhinelander.  He was met 

instead by officers and 

arrested early last month.  He’s 



charged with child 

enticement, exposing a child 

to harmful material and use of 

a computer to facilitate a sex 

crime.  His preliminary hearing 

is March sixth. 

Snowmobile and ATV trails in 

Langlade County finally 

opened Wednesday.  And 

zones 1 and 2 on the northeast 

side of Marathon county open 

at 8:00 this morning.  The ATV 

trails for these zones don’t 

open until Wednesday, 

February 6th.     
 

  
Convicted killer Steven 
Avery back in the news News 2/1/19 123p,530p 1:30 

 Attorneys for the Wisconsin 

Department of Justice argue a 

motion by convicted killer 

Steven Avery's attorneys 

shouldn't delay his appeals 

process any longer.  The state 

says last week's motion to send 

the case back to circuit court 

has nothing to do with the 

issues in his appeal.  Avery 

attorneys say their client's right 

to due process was violated 

when bones thought to be the 

remains of Teresa Halbach 



were given to her family.  The 

D-O-J says if Avery wants to 

litigate a new motion, he 

should abandon the current 

appeal.  Today is the deadline 

for his attorneys to file their 

brief before the Wisconsin 

Court of Appeals. 

The operator of four Subway 

restaurants in the Wausau area 

has been fined nearly 48-

thousand dollars for violating 

child labor laws.  Shadowlake 

Enterprises was found guilty of 

letting the employees, 14 and 

15 years old, operate 

prohibited equipment like 

toaster ovens.  They were also 

allowed to put in too many 

hours on the job.  The 

company has agreed to use 

computer scheduling software 

which will monitor the work 

hours of employees under the 

age of 16. 

Tennessee authorities say a 14-

year-old girl who went missing 

nearly three weeks ago has 

turned up safe in Wisconsin.  



She left her home in 

Madisonville January 13th.  

Investigators aren't saying who 

she was with or where she was 

found in Wisconsin.  Officials 

with the Monroe County 

Sheriff's Office in eastern 

Tennessee say she may have 

left to get away from a "bad 

home situation."  Her 41-year-

old stepfather, Randall Lee 

Pruitt, was arrested Thursday on 

a rape charge. 
 

  
Wicked weather returns to 
the area News 2/4/19 

630a,730a,830
a 1:30 

 An ice storm warning is in 

effect until 3 this afternoon for 

Florence; Forest; Northern 

Marinette; Oneida and Vilas 

counties.  As already light rain 

and below freezing 

temperatures have laid down 

nearly half an inch of ice on 

roads.   Parking lots, driveways 

and sidewalks are extremely 

slippery this morning as gusty 

NW winds are expected to 

develop and temperatures 

drop to the upper teens by this 

afternoon.  Winter weather 

advisories pick up from 



Langlade and Lincoln counties 

south for ice through noon but 

more moderate temperatures 

will keep the accumulation 

down.  Scattered power 

outages were reported in the 

Harshaw and Rhinelander 

areas early this morning.  The 

Post Office asks that mailboxes 

be plowed out and sidewalks 

be salted for safety.   

Two men were rescued from 

Shawano Lake Saturday night.  

The Sheriff’s Office got the 

report of a snowmobile 

through the ice shortly before 

8:00 and the dive team pulled 

a 52-year old Illinois man from 

the water.  Just after that a 

second machine went in and 

a 39-year old Appleton man 

was rescued.  Their conditions 

are unknown this morning.   

Last summer Trig’s purchased 

Nelson’s County Market in 

Tomahawk and announced 

they’ll add a pharmacy later 

this year.  The local chain 

operates seven stores, five with 



pharmacies across the north.  

Company officials say the 

department will add up to six 

new jobs.    

It was a defensive battle in 

Super Bowl 53 as several 

records were set and the New 

England Patriots came away 

with a 13-3 win over the Los 

Angeles Rams for their 6th 

Lombardi trophy.   
 

 Treacherous travel through 
the state News 2/4/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

 Falling temperatures and the 

rain made any travel 

treacherous today.  The 

Oneida County Sheriff’s 

Department closed sections of 

Hwy D this morning.  There 

were a number of accidents as 

people did venture out, some 

causing injuries.  First 

responders had trouble making 

runs.  The state department of 

transportation advised no 

travel on the major highways 

across the north because of 

ice buildup including Hwys 70, 

51, 10, 45 and 8.  With the rate 

of rainfall plowing contractors 

stopped applying salt and 



sand because it wasn’t doing 

any good.  Numerous power 

outages affecting several 

thousand were also recorded 

as transformers blew and the 

weight of the ice dropped 

power lines.  The forecast into 

tomorrow shows a slight 

chance for snow and highs 

only in the teens.   

Governor Tony Evers is 

confident Foxconn Technology 

Group is committed to its huge, 

multi-billion dollar project in 

Mount Pleasant, saying the 

Taiwan-based electronics giant 

needs to do a better job 

communicating about its 

plans.  Last week was filled with 

twists and turns concerning the 

future for the location in 

southeastern Wisconsin.  After 

talking to President Donald 

Trump Friday, Foxconn officials 

confirmed they are back to 

the original vision of building a 

manufacturing facility to 

produce L-C-D screens. 

Milwaukee, Waukesha and 



Brookfield are among several 

Wisconsin cities changing 

ordinances limiting where 

convicted sex offenders can 

live.  A federal judge 

determined local officials in 

Pleasant Prairie violated the 

equal protection clause of the 

U-S Constitution when they 

passed an ordinance barring 

offenders from living in the 

village.  The new rules give 

convicted sex offenders more 

options when choosing a 

place to live after they fulfill 

their sentences 

 Rhinelander city council 
meets News 2/5/19 

630a,730a,830
a 1:30 

 Despite yesterday’s weather, 

the Rhinelander City Council 

met in special session last night 

to meet the people interested 

in filling the vacant District 3 

spot.  Longtime incumbent 

Sherrie Bellevieu resigned from 

the position last December.  

Four candidates, Scott 

Counter, a former council 

member, Lee Emmer, Carrie 

Mikaluski and Matt Will 

introduced themselves and 



stated their interest in the seat 

and all responded to prepared 

questions from Mayor Chris 

Frederickson as a handful of 

people and the council 

listened.  A decision is 

expected at next week’s 

meeting.   

The lack of snow cover has 

driven the frost line to depths 

where it can now freeze city 

water and sewer pipes.  

Officials in Rhinelander may 

have residents running tap 

water this week while people in 

Merrill and Tomahawk have 

already started.  Eagle River 

has already dealt with break in 

their water main, as has 

Escanaba.  Residents will be 

notified by mail about details. 

The ice storm wreaked havoc 

on power lines across the North 

as Wisconsin Public Service at 

one point reported more than 

3500 without power, in an area 

running from Elcho to 

Rhinelander and Crandon.  

Crews had things restored 



within a few hours. 

After two chimney fires the last 

five days, the Merrill Fire 

Department is reminding 

people to keep them clean.  

Fire was contained to the 

chimney of a home on 

Matthews Street in the city last 

night, ignited by their wood 

stove.  The residents 

evacuated but were able to 

return after firefighters cleaned 

the chimney out from the roof.   

In sports, the Bucks dropped 

Brooklyn 113-94.   
 

A Nekoosa man avoids 
being retried on homicide  News 2/5/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

 A Nekoosa man has avoided 

being retried by entering a 

guilty plea for second-degree 

reckless homicide charges.  

Twenty-one-year-old Miguel 

Oertel admits he killed his 

former girlfriend's mother in 

August 2015.  He was handed 

a 15-year prison sentence in 

2016 for shooting Theresa 

Coates to death.  A judge 

granted him a retrial last March 

because he hadn't received 

competent representation.  



Oertel withdrew his not guilty 

by reason of insanity plea and 

pleaded guilty.  He will be 

sentenced in April. 

Two Minnesota women are 

jailed in Eau Claire after a 

major meth bust on Interstate 

94.  The Wisconsin State Patrol 

pulled over a vehicle Sunday 

night on the interstate and a 

police dog alerted officers to 

duffel bag containing nearly 

15 pounds of 

methamphetamine.  Thirty-five-

year-old Salina Goodwin of 

Ogema and 39-year-old 

Crystal Oquist of Minneapolis 

were arrested on suspicion of 

possession with intent to deliver 

meth.   

DNR records show a Marinette 

company knew it was 

contaminating groundwater at 

least four years before letting 

people know.  Tyco Fire 

Products found soil and well 

contamination on its property 

in 2013.  Some of the 

chemicals found have been 



linked to cancer.  The 

chemicals had spread in 2017 

and the company provided 

bottled water to neighbors 

who could have been 

affected.   

One national publication lists 

Milwaukee as the favorite 

among three finalists to host 

the 2020 Democratic National 

Convention.  Politico-dot-com 

reports Milwaukee is the odds-

on favorite.  A local public 

relations expert, Evan Zeppos, 

is quoting well-connected 

sources with the selection 

process as saying as signs point 

to Wisconsin's largest city.  

Other finalists are Houston and 

Miami.   
 

  
Rhinelander wants city 
users to run water to avoid 
frozen pipes News 2/6/19 

630a,730a,830
a 1:30 

 Rhinelander’s Water and 

Wastewater Utility will begin 

authorizing city residents to run 

a stream of water.  The 

method keeps water flowing in 

water and sewer pipes to keep 

them from freezing and 

officials say not to begin until 

approval is granted.  The 



starting list of approved 

customers is posted at city hall 

and on the city website.  

Residents can request 

permission by contacting the 

utility. 

Wisconsin's governor says he is 

keeping a campaign pledge 

by directing the Department of 

Natural Resources to review 

the air permits granted for the 

Foxconn project.  Governor 

Tony Evers says he has 

discussed the review with 

Foxconn officials and they 

aren't concerned.  After a brief 

discussion of a possible 

change in focus, the Taiwan-

based electronics giant 

reaffirmed its plans for a multi-

billion dollar plant in 

southeastern Wisconsin last 

week.  The company says it still 

plans to hire about 13-

thousand people. 

The electronic car maker Tesla 

is said to be looking at a 

location in Wauwatosa for its 

first Wisconsin showroom.  The 



company is considering the 

former home of the Dodge 

City dealership.  Wisconsin law 

prevents manufacturers from 

opening dealerships, but this 

project follows the statute and 

cars won't be sold at that 

location. 

After weeks of discussion, the 

Tomah School Board banned 

the Confederate flag.  Two 

opponents told board 

members they are limiting the 

students' right to free speech, 

but Monday's vote was 

unanimous.  The question was 

brought before the board after 

some incidents at Tomah High 

School.  In one, a student's tires 

were flattened in connection 

with the controversial symbol 

many associate with slavery. 
 

  
Another winter storm to hit 
the state News 2/7/19 

630a,730a,830
a 1:30 

 Another mid-winter storm will 

blow the state again bring 

heavy snow to much of 

northcentral and northeast 

Wisconsin.  The hazard is again 

a mix with freezing rain.  The 

heaviest amounts are 



expected late this morning into 

the afternoon with as much as 

an inch or two per hour 

possible.  Schools were closing 

in advance of the system last 

night and Wisconsin Public 

Service crews were already out 

early for scattered power 

outages.  Total now 

accumulations of 6-10 inches 

are possible north of a Wausau 

to Wausaukee line.  3-6 inches 

could fall from Stevens Point to 

Marinette.  Sleet and freezing 

rain will fall further south.  

Another similar system is 

expected on Tuesday but 

forecasters say it’s still too early 

to predict how much will fall. 

 

ShopKo stores have been 

closing across the state and 

the company announced the 

Rhinelander location is next on 

the list.  May 5th is the final day, 

idling 289 workers.  ShopKo 

filed for bankruptcy last month 

and closed over 100 stores as 

the result.  



 

Jake Patterson waived his 

preliminary hearing yesterday 

and Barron County Judge 

James Babler bound him over 

for trial.  The 21-year old faces 

four felonies in the kidnapping 

of 13-year old Jayne Closs and 

murdering her parents.  He’s 

back in court March 27th. 

 

The issue of tolls roads in the 

state resurfaced in Madison as 

Republican legislative leaders 

want to use them to fund road 

repairs.  Assembly Speaker 

Robin Vos and Senate Majority 

Leader Scott Fitzgerald both 

said tolls could generate the 

needed revenue for repairs, 

generating billions not millions 

of dollars.    
 

 

 

 

 

  
Road accidents this 
morning News 2/7/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

 The Northbound lane of Hwy 

39-51 was tied up for a time this 

morning.  Witnesses reported a 

vehicle towing an enclosed 



snowmobile trailer lost control 

just before 8:00, overturning the 

trailer and spilling the 

machines onto highway near 

the Central Wisconsin Airport.  

The road was icy and several 

vehicles ended up off the road 

to avoid the accident.  No 

report of injuries. 

The man accused of 

embezzling thousands of 

dollars and possibly more will 

be back in court next month.  

39-year old Aries Tatrow of 

Pelican Lake faces the felony 

charge after being arrested 

last August at the BP gas 

station he managed.  He was 

responsible for running several 

locations.  His pre-trial 

conference was set for March 

third in Branch 2 of the Oneida 

County Court.  Investigators 

discovered the thefts had 

been occurring for several 

years and the total dollars 

could stretch over a million.   

The governor’s threatened a 

veto, but Republican members 



of the Assembly Ways and 

Means Committee approved a 

tax-cutting bill.  The Joint 

Finance Committee votes on 

the measure today.   

The DNR and Wisconsin Valley 

Improvement Company will 

begin operating the aeration 

system in the Eau Pleine 

Reservoir in southwest 

Marathon County beginning 

tomorrow.  The aerator is in a 

narrow stretch adjacent to the 

Big Eau Pleine County Park.  

Use of it creates unsafe ice 

conditions in the area and 

rope barriers are in place 

warning of the danger to 

fishermen, snowmobilers and 

others traveling on the ice.  The 

aerator is used annually to 

maintain adequate oxygen 

levels in the water for the 

fishery.   
 

  
Snow emergencies in the 
area News 2/8/19 

630a,730a,830
a 1:30 

 The Mayors of Rhinelander, 

Merrill and Wausau declared 

snow emergencies to keep 

vehicles from parking on city 

streets today until road crews 



can clear this latest batch of 

snow.  Another seven inch 

dump has been great for 

recreation but cities and towns 

are running out of places to 

put it.  Law enforcement 

stresses being careful at 

intersections because the high 

snowbanks are limiting visibility 

and to enter those areas with 

caution until plows can take 

care of them.  In Marathon 

County there’s a no tow ban in 

effect until 8 this morning.  

While tow trucks will respond to 

accidents, drivers simply 

leaving the road getting stuck 

in medians or ditches and not 

a hazard will sit until someone 

can get to them.  Wind Chill 

Advisories are in effect until 

noon today with temperatures 

feeling like 30-below. 

With ShopKo closing another 

139 stores nationwide, 

Rhinelander among them, the 

loss of jobs is just one of several 

concerns to town and city 

officials.  In Rhinelander the 



move comes on the heels of 

the Petco decision to idle 

almost 300 people with the 

closing of Drs Foster and Smith.  

The Shopko closing in May 

affects nearly the same 

amount.  Help with job 

placement is already 

underway and the Oneida 

County Economic 

Development Corporation is 

looking for someone to take its 

place.  So far the ShopKo 

Hometown stores in Eagle 

River, Park Falls and Tomahawk 

and unaffected by the 

closures. 

The state’s finance committee 

passed a Republican-authored 

middle-class tax cut but it 

differs from that of Democratic 

Governor Tony Evers.  That 

difference is how it’s paid for. 
 

  
State govt. wants to cut 
taxes, but not sure how to 
do it.  News 2/8/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

 Republicans and Democratic 

Governor Tony Evers want to 

cut taxes, but they differ over 

how to do it.  Assembly 

Speaker Robin Vos says he's 

open to negotiations.  His 



party's version of the bill would 

use a budget surplus to cover 

the lost revenue and it is to be 

debated Tuesday in the 

Assembly.  Vos says he's open 

to alternatives as long as 

nobody's taxes go up.  Evers 

wants to cut or eliminate a tax 

credit for manufacturers. 

A citation was issued to the 

driver of a semi-truck who 

failed to stop for a school bus 

dropping off children 

Wednesday afternoon.  The 

driver hasn't been identified 

and witnesses say the big rig 

driver not only endangered the 

students getting off the bus, he 

also flipped off the bus driver 

as he drove past.  Wisconsin 

authorities tracked the driver 

down to the Pennsylvania 

company where he works. 

A jury in Columbia County 

Circuit Court found a rural 

Poynette man guilty of 

mistreatment of animals and 

stalking.  Twenty-eight-year-old 

Trent Hebel had been accused 



of poisoning a four-year-old 

golden retriever in 2015.  No 

sentencing date for Hebel has 

been set. 

A Virginia-based national 

speakers group added former 

Wisconsin Governor Scott 

Walker to its list.  Walker will 

receive 15-to-25-thousands to 

speak on topics like "the power 

of faith in times of crisis" and 

"insights on the current and 

future political landscape in 

America."  Walker served two 

terms as Governor.  Other 

speakers represented by World 

Wide Speakers Group include 

General John Kelly, Doctor 

Sanjay Gupta and former 

presidential candidate Carly 

Fiorina. 
 

  
Weather this week will once 
again be in the headlines News 2/11/19 

630a,730a,830
a 1:30 

 Weather this week will again 

make the headlines as a winter 

storm warning is in effect 

beginning early tomorrow 

morning, running into 

Wednesday for anywhere from 

seven to 11 inches of snow.  



Gusty winds will accompany 

the storm, contributing to poor 

traveling conditions.  Traffic 

was backed up for miles on 

Hwy 51 south Saturday as more 

than 20 vehicles were involved 

in collisions near the city of 

Browkaw.  Traffic was rerouted 

for hours and no serious injuries 

were reported.  A 40 vehicle 

pileup, including seven semis, 

was reported in Eau Claire 

County on I-94 yesterday.   

 

Three people died in weekend 

snowmobile accidents.  A 28-

year old Boyceville man was 

killed Saturday in Dunn County 

when his machine left the trail 

and he was thrown off.  In 

Langlade County a 41-year old 

woman died when her sled 

collided with a car on Hwy 17 

in the Town of Parrish.  And in 

Iron County a 43-year old 

woman was pronounced 

dead at the scene when her 

snowmobile failed to make a 

turn and she hit a semi-truck.  



Two other crashes were 

reported by the DNR.   

 

Rhinelander’s City Council 

meets tonight and among the 

agenda items, appointing a 

new member to serve the third 

district.  The seat was vacated 

by the resignation of longtime 

member Sherrie Bellevieu last 

December.  Mayor Chris 

Frederickson will make his 

nomination after meeting the 

four candidates last week.  The 

Council will also move into 

closed session to review a 

lawsuit filed by WalMart over 

taxation and review the 

performance of City 

Administrator Daniel Guild, 

who supplied more than 300 

pages of financial information 

in the meeting packet.   
 

 

 

  
Many road accidents 
reported throughout the 
state due to winter weather News 2/11/19 1230,530p 1:30 

 Roads remain snow or ice 

covered in many areas of the 

state with numerous accidents 

still being reported, including 



some rollovers.  And it’s going 

to get worse before it gets 

better as a winter storm 

warning goes into effect at 

3AM Tuesday with heavy snow 

forecast in the 6-to-9 inch 

range across northcentral and 

northeast Wisconsin.  Stiff winds 

will make travel difficult. 

A 15-year old Lafayette County 

boy was injured with non-life 

threatening injuries following a 

snowmobile crash Saturday 

night in Lincoln County.  The 

youth was traveling on Lake 

Nokomis when his leg got 

caught under his sled.  Four 

people died in snowmobile 

accidents over the weekend, 

including one in Langlade 

County.   

Governor Tony Evers says a 

request to borrow 70-million 

dollars to deal with 

groundwater contamination 

will be included in his two-year 

budget plan.  Evers promised 

to make clean water a priority.  

Three-million would fund grants 



for Wisconsin farmers to build 

infrastructure to reduce water 

pollution.  There would also be 

grants for local governments 

trying to cut back on 

stormwater runoff.  At least 

some of the money would be 

used to replace lead pipes. 

Eagle River may not have 

gotten their ice castle in town, 

but winter was on full display 

over the weekend with the USA 

Pond Hockey  National 

Championships on Dollar Lake.  

More than 280 teams from 

across the country and 

Canada competed.  Despite 

the never ending snowfall, 

volunteers were able to clear 

off 28 rinks for the thousands of 

competitors.  The event is a 

fundraiser for a number of 

Eagle River organizations. 
 

  
Snow emergencies hamper 
central and northern Wis.  News 2/12/19 

630a,730a,830
a 1:30 

 As snow again piles up across 

northern and central 

Wisconsin, snow emergencies 

come with it.  Merrill, Stevens 

Point and Wausau and Weston 

are among a handful that 



made the declarations 

yesterday to prohibit parking 

on city streets so plows can 

clear the roads without having 

to dodge vehicles.  A winter 

storm warning is in effect to 

midnight tomorrow for nearly a 

foot of accumulation, already 

canceling flights and closing 

schools.   

 

With Lee Emmer the newly 

appointed representative for 

Rhinelander’s Third District, the 

City Council went to work 

approving local contractor 

Musson Brother’s bid for the 

$18-million Stevens Street 

reconstruction project.  

Weather permitting work could 

begin in March on the two mile 

stretch from just north of 

downtown to the Hwy 17 

bypass.  The project is now 

slated for three years to 

replace the road and piping 

beneath it.  Musson’s bid came 

in nearly $650,000 less than that 

of Dorner Construction of 



Green Bay, who proposed a 

two year timeline.   

 

A whitetail buck in Forest 

County tested positive for 

chronic wasting disease.  The 

state confirmed the finding on 

the animal from a hunting 

ranch.  The Department of 

Agriculture, Trade and 

Consumer Protection is working 

with the owner to determine if 

any changes are needed to 

the existing herd, which is 

quarantined to prevent the 

disease from spreading.   

 

Minocqua’s welcoming 

snowman gets ready to make 

its appearance.  Town officials 

and volunteers begin 

tomorrow building Snowmy 

Kromer, the 30-foot tall 

snowman bearing the name of 

the hat it wears, should be up 

by Friday, across from the 

Chamber on Hwy 51.   
 

  
More road accidents 
reported due to weather News  2/12/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

 Dozens of vehicles were 

reported off the road as 



another major winter storm 

sweeps across the state.  One 

of the more serious accidents 

occurred on Thomas Street in 

Wausau shortly after 8 this 

morning when a SUV struck a 

snow plow.  The collision 

trapped the car driver in the 

vehicle.  As of late this morning 

nearly a foot of new snow was 

already recorded across 

portions of central Wisconsin.   

A 45-year-old Plover man goes 

on trial next June.  Jason 

Sypher is charged with first-

degree intentional homicide 

and hiding a corpse.  

Prosecutors say he killed his 

wife and hid her body.  Krysta 

Sypher went missing in March 

2017 and her husband 

apparently waited a week 

before making the report.  

Sypher has entered a plea of 

not guilty in Portage County 

Circuit Court.  His trial is 

expected to last eight days. 

Governor Tony Evers will 

propose spending more than 



$43-million over the next two 

years to expand access to 

dental care.  The plan also 

includes creation of a dental 

therapist licensure, allowing for 

a midlevel dental providers to 

address a shortage of dentists 

across the state.  Evers also 

wants to offer grants to dental 

clinics serving low income 

patients and money for loan 

repayments for dentists serving 

rural areas.   

The Wisconsin Valley 

Improvement Company is 

scheduled to begin work on 

the Pickeral Canal Dam Bridge 

on Hwy J in the Town of 

Newbold next week.  The 

bridge will be closed to all 

traffic both Tuesday the 19th 

and again the 26th  from 7am 

to noon. 

 
 

  
Rhinelander police respond 
to woman being held at 
gunpoint News 2/13/19 

630a,730a,830
a 1:30 

 Rhinelander Police responded 

to the report of a woman held 

at gunpoint late yesterday 

afternoon.  The victim was able 

to call 911 from the Roadway 



Inn on Kemp Street after hitting 

the man on the head with a 

bottle.  She was able to leave 

the room and officers tried to 

get the man to come out of 

the room.  The Special 

Response Team from the 

Oneida County Sheriff’s office 

was called and gained entry, 

taking the male suspect into 

custody.  The scene was 

cleared nearly four hours later 

and no other information is 

available.   

The woman killed in a 

Langlade County snowmobile 

crash over the weekend has 

been identified as 41-year old 

Jodie Rethaber of Merrill.  Her 

machine struck a car Saturday 

night near Hwy 17 and County 

Q in the Town of Parrish. 

Assembly Republicans passed 

a middle-class tax cut 

yesterday but Governor Tony 

Evers doesn’t support it.  The bill 

uses a state surplus to fund the 

10% cut.  Evers wants to use a 

portion of the surplus and add 



money from capping a 

manufacturing tax credit.  

Republicans call that a job 

killer.  Rhinelander 

representative Rob Swearingen 

said the state can afford to 

return the surplus to 

hardworking Wisconsinites 

because it’s their money.   The 

measure was approved on a 

purely partisan vote.  The 

Legislative Fiscal Bureau 

projects the median income 

family filing jointly would see a 

$310 reduction in net taxes.  

The Governor said he can’t 

understand how all of the 

surplus could be used for this 

while ignoring the rest of the 

budget.  
 

  
State residents lose power 
due to weather News 2/13/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

 Since last night a couple 

thousand Wisconsin Public 

Service Customers were 

without power.  The hardest hit, 

Rhinelander, Eagle River and 

Three Lakes where schools 

were closed again today.  

Since Monday when the storm 

developed more than 11,000 



customers were affected from 

downed power lines.  

Company officials remind 

people to clear the snow from 

appliance vents and gas 

meters to avoid problems. 

An Ashland County man was 

sentenced to 20-years in prison 

on a first degree reckless 

homicide conviction.   43-year-

old Matthew Phillips of learned 

his fate at a sentencing 

hearing yesterday.   

Investigators determined 

Phillips had beaten a man to 

death last year for allegedly 

touching a child 

inappropriately.  Ashland 

police found the body of 

Marcus Holton last February.  

Phillips' girlfriend, 38-year-old 

Jennifer Marie Mustache, is 

serving a four-year term for her 

role in the crime. 

A task force created by 

Governor Tony Evers is 

expected to suggest a gas tax 

hike as one way to pay for 

Wisconsin's roads.  The 



Democratic governor will likely 

include the task force 

recommendation in his two-

year budget plan later this 

month.  Evers has said he is 

open to increasing the tax 

which is a little less than 33 

cents-a-gallon right now.  

Republicans remain opposed 

to any tax or fee increases and 

they are trying to direct the 

discussion toward developing 

toll roads. 

Culver's butter burgers are 

building a nationwide 

reputation.  A website called 

RestaurantBusinessOnline ranks 

the Wisconsin-based fast-food 

chain third in the nation, 

outranked only by Chick-fil-A 

and Tropical Smoothie Cafe.  

In-N-Out Burger was fourth.  

Culver's got high marks for 

service, hospitality and 

convenience.   
 

  
Attack on woman didn’t 
happen according to 
Rhinelander police News 2/14/19 

630a,730a,830
a 1:30 

 Yesterday we reported about 

a hostage situation at the 

Rodeway Inn on Kemp Street in 

Rhinelander Tuesday night, 



prompting a sizeable police 

presence.  Investigators with 

Rhinelander PD now say it 

didn’t happen.  20-year old 

Alyah Wayman of Lac du 

Flambeau accused 33-year old 

Scott LaPlante of holding her 

at gunpoint and got away 

after hitting him on the head 

with a bottle.  Wayman was 

arrested yesterday on charges 

of obstruction, disorderly 

conduct and underage 

drinking.  LaPlante, from Arbor 

Vitae, is not held and not 

being charged at this time.  

Police said alcohol was a 

contributing factor and the 

entire incident was fabricated.   

Fire destroyed the 3 Lakes 

Diner downtown last night.  

Firefighters from Three Lakes, 

Eagle River and Sugar Camp 

responded to the call with 

flames already outside the 

building.  Officials say the 

cause is still unknown.   

The family of 13-year old 

Jayme Closs released a 



statement of gratitude 

yesterday, saying the gifts, 

donations and kind words 

have been a great source of 

comfort for the teen and she 

thanks people everywhere.  

She was violently abducted 

from her Barron County home 

last October.   

Construction on Minocqua’s 

30-foot tall snowman at the 

city limits has been delayed, 

ironically because there’s too 

much snow.  Snomy Kromer, 

named for the size 96 hat it 

wears, greets traffic just south 

of town on Hwy 51 and work 

was to begin yesterday.  But 

Chamber Director Krystal 

Westfahl said their excavaton 

company is still removing snow 

from recent storms and the 

plan now is to begin next 

Wednesday with completion 

by Friday. 
 

  
Lincoln Co. sheriff assists 
with Pine Like situation News 2/14/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

 The Lincoln County Sheriff’s 

Office was on scene of a 

critical incident in the Town of 

Pine River this morning but said 



there was no danger to the 

public. Authorities will provide 

details tomorrow morning. 

Legislation is being passed 

around the Wisconsin Senate 

and Assembly prohibiting 

minors from buying e-

cigarettes.  Sale of all vaping 

devices would be affected.  

Supporters say most of the time 

it isn't possible to determine 

whether a vaping device 

contains tobacco.  Sales of 

nicotine products to minors are 

already prohibited. 

The Wisconsin Senate has 

passed the Republican version 

of a middle-class tax cut and 

sent the measure on to 

Governor Tony Evers' desk.  

Evers strongly hinted he will 

veto the proposal.  It passed 

the Senate on a 19-14 party-

line vote yesterday and gained 

approval in the Assembly 

earlier this session.  The tax cut 

is the first bill passed by the 

Wisconsin Legislature since the 

session convened last month.  



If Evers vetoes the measure, 

Republicans don't have 

enough votes to override. 

The Wisconsin Department of 

Transportation says a two-mile 

stretch of Interstate 39-90 will 

be repaved Thursday after it 

was closed Wednesday night.  

The Wisconsin State Patrol says 

emergency repairs became 

necessary due to "extreme 

road failure."   

Fire and Rescue departments 

are asking for help to uncover 

fire hydrants.  Crews say buried 

hydrants are a hazard 

because departments rely on 

them when responding to a 

fire.  Department officials are 

asking people to adopt their 

nearest fire hydrant and keep 

it clear of snow so crews can 

access them when needed. 
 

  
Minocqua couple killed in 
Indiana in car accident News 2/15/19 

630a,730a,830
a 1:30 

 A chain reaction accident in 

Indiana Wednesday killed a 

Minocqua couple.  57-year old 

Glenn Cardelli and his 57-year 

old wife Kathryn were in a 

motorhome struck from behind 



by a semi on Interstate 65. 

We’re expecting details this 

morning about what the 

Lincoln County Sheriff’s 

Department called a critical 

incident east of Merrill in the 

Town of Pine River.  Squad cars 

lined the road at a home on 

the 1500 block of Range Line 

Road yesterday morning.  The 

Wisconsin Department of 

Justice Crime Scene Response 

Team was also called in.  

Officials said there was no 

danger to the public. 

A Sugar Camp native and 

graduate of Three Lakes High 

School is the new administrator 

for that district.  Teri Maney, 

currently the director for 

instruction in the Rhinelander 

School district, accepted a 

conditional offer for job 

beginning this July, replacing 

the retiring Dr. George Karling, 

who ran the district for 30 

years. 

 



Hard-fought legislation giving 

President Donald Trump 55 

additional miles of fencing 

along the U.S.-Mexico border -- 

well short of what he asked for 

-- is on the way to his desk after 

a bipartisan House vote.  The 

bill also prevents a second 

government shutdown.  

Wisconsin Congressman Sean 

Duffy voted no on the 

measure.   President Trump 

indicated he'll sign the 

measure though he is not 

happy with it. 

A statewide Silver Alert was 

cancelled for a 93-year old 

Hazelhurst man, missing since 

late yesterday afternoon.  Jack 

Peterson was found early this 

morning in Marathon County.  

No other details were released 

from the Wisconsin 

Department of Justice. 

 

 

 
Fallout of Foster and Smith 
shutting down News 2/15/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

What was originally to be a 

welfare check, the Lincoln 

County Sheriff’s Department 



found one person dead from a 

gunshot wound and another 

critically injured.  Officers 

responded to a home on 

Range Line road in the Town of 

Pine River yesterday morning 

at 8:30.  Inside they found the 

body of a 77-year old female 

and a 78-year old man who 

remains hospitalized.  The 

incident is being investigated 

as a homicide and is ongoing.  

Authorities say it’s an isolated 

incident and the public is not in 

any danger.  The Wisconsin 

Department of Justice Crime 

Lab is assisting with the 

investigation and no other 

information is being released. 

Follow last month’s 

announcement by PETCO that 

Drs. Foster and Smith was 

closing, eliminating nearly 300 

jobs, a community response 

team was formed to assist 

employees and their families to 

secure other employment.  The 

team includes staff members 

of both state and federal 



lawmakers along with state, 

county and municipal 

governments, business 

organizations, non-profit 

agencies, healthcare and 

economic development 

organizations.  Most of the 

workers will be let go in early 

March and advisors are ready 

to provide re-employment 

services, skills transferability, 

basic resume preparation, 

mock interview skills and more.   

Flambeau Hospital and 

Marshfield Clinic Health System 

recently contributed a total of 

$15,000 to the Central Price 

County Ambulance Service in 

Phillips for the purchase of 

LUCAS® 2 CPR equipment.  This 

technology enables first 

responders to more effectively 

perform cardiopulmonary 

resuscitation, or CPR.  The 

device decreases the chance 

of death and neurological 

damage by providing a steady 

supply of oxygen through 

uninterrupted chest 



compressions. 
 

 
More snow moves across 
the state News 2/18/19 

630a,730a,830
a 1:30 

The first of two bands of snow 

moved across the North late 

yesterday.  The Rhinelander 

area tallied nearly eight inches 

by the time it stopped.  It’s slow 

going on the roads this 

morning.  Another round of 

snow will spread into the area 

from west to east late this 

afternoon with another 4-6 

inches, more likely in the snow 

belt.  Winter weather advisories 

are already beginning to pop 

up in advance of this next 

system that will be 

accompanied by freezing rain 

and gusty winds.   

Even though the Lincoln Hills 

juvenile prison is slated for 

closure by 2021, Governor Tony 

Evers says his budget includes 

more funding for guards at the 

troubled facility.  The 

understaffed prison has been 

the focus of a federal 

investigation for four years and 

numerous lawsuits alleging 

misconduct by guards are 



pending.  Evers says closing it 

may have to be delayed and 

he’s working to make sure 

guards are properly trained 

and not overworked.   

Saying, “"If there is going to be 

peace and legislation, there 

cannot be war and 

investigation," President 

Donald Trump delivered his 

State of the Union address last 

night.  Facing a divided 

Congress for the first time, 

Trump called on Washington to 

reject "the politics of revenge, 

resistance and retribution."  He 

warned emboldened 

Democrats that "ridiculous 

partisan investigations" into his 

administration and businesses 

could hamper a surging 

American economy.  

Republican Senator Ron 

Johnson said the speech 

outlined a vision while 

Democrat Tammy Baldwin said 

Trump should keep his promise 

to work with Congress on real 

legislative solutions. 
 



 
Winter weather has been 
wreaking havoc on school 
and sports schedules News 2/18/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

The winter weather has been 

reaking havoc on school and 

sports schedules and schedules 

are being juggled to 

accommodate those losses.  

Rhinelander’s already 

announced a previously 

planned staff development 

day next Monday will now be 

regular classes.  Districts have 

built in snow days in their 

schedules but all have exceed 

them already.  In Tomahawk 

there have been seven 

closures and two delays and 

they’re now switched several 

early release days in March, 

April and May to classtime.  

Should additional 

cancellations occur districts will 

likely make up the times at the 

end of the school year.   

 

Nearly a dozen weather 

records have already fallen this 

winter across northcentral 

wisconsin as another snow 

maker moves in Wednesday.    

 



The Northland Pines District will 

be watching the results of a 

school referendum tomorrow.  

Voters in Eagle River and 

surrounding areas will decide a 

$4.6-million question that will 

maintain programs and 

operations.  A similar 

referendum expires this year.  

Taxpayers would see a $24 

increase per year on a 

$100,000 home if the measure 

passes. 

 

Governor Tony Evers releases 

his proposed state budget at 

the end of the month and in it 

are plans to decriminalized 

marijuana.  He also want to 

legalize it for medical 

conditions like cancer, chronic 

pain and PTSD.  Under the 

proposal, people with previous 

convictions for possessing small 

amounts of pot could have the 

charges erased.  It also allows 

for the use of CBD oil, the non-

hallucinagenic chemical, for 

use over the counter.  



Republicans in the state senate 

don’t believe there are 

enough votes to pass the 

measure.  
 

 
Head on collision leaves 
two dead in Oneida Co. News 2/19/19 

630a,730a,830
a 1:30 

 

A head-on collision in Oneida 

County leave two women 

dead and another person in 

critical condition.  The 

accident on Hwy 45 between 

Monico and Three Lakes 

happened just before 5:00.  

According to the Sheriff’s 

Department the driver of one 

car died at the scene.  The two 

occupants of the other car 

were airlifted to Aspirus 

Wausau Hospital where a 

passenger was pronounced 

dead.  The State Patrol 

Accident Reconstruction Team 

closed the highway for their 

investigation.  Names of the 

victims have not yet been 

released.   

 

The man implicated in a 

hostage situation last week in 

Rhinelander will not be 



charged.  But the woman he 

allegedly abducted will be.  

20-year old Alyah Wayman of 

Lac du Flambeau claimed 33-

year old Scott LaPlante 

assaulted her and held her at 

gunpoint.  She made up the 

story and yesterday Oneida 

County DA Michael Schiek said 

he won’t file charges against 

him.  Court records show 

Wayman has an underage 

drinking charge in the incident 

and police say more are 

coming.   

 

We told you last week about a 

shooting in Lincoln County in 

the Town of Pine River.  The 

Sheriff’s Department has now 

identified the victim as 77-year 

old Barbara Renken.  Her 

husband, 78-year old John 

remains hospitalized with a 

gunshot wound.  The DA’s 

office has not yet filed charges 

and the case is still open.  The 

incident happened Thursday 

at a home on Rangeline Road.   



 

 

Former Lincoln County Sheriff 

Ron Kruger passed away.  He 

held the position from 1974 

until he retired in 1997.  He was 

79 years old.   
 

 
State lawmakers ask Gov. 
Evers for incentives in his 
budget News 2/19/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

Republican lawmakers will ask 

Governor Tony Evers to include 

a package of criminal justice 

initiatives in his proposed 

budget.   Money for more 

assistant district attorney 

positions and increasing the 

pay for those assistants and for 

public defenders would be 

included.  The lawmakers held 

a news conference in 

Marathon County yesterday to 

talk about the need for 

treatment alternative 

programs to help offenders 

who have alcohol and drug 

addictions. 

A Neenah man operating one 

of two boats involved in a fatal 

crash on Lake Winnebago last 

summer is facing two counts of 

homicide by intoxicated use of 



a vehicle.  Forty-four-year-old 

Brian Sullivan had a blood-

alcohol content level of point-

9-3, just above the legal limit.  

The crash at about 10:30 P-M 

August 18th left 26-year-old 

Lauren Laabs and her 20-year-

old sister, Cassie, dead.  They 

weren't wearing life jackets 

and they drowned.  Sullivan 

could be sentenced to up to 

25 years in prison if convicted. 

The Wisconsin Department of 

Revenue says its use of identity 

verification tools has helped it 

sniff out more than 51-million 

dollars in attempted tax fraud.  

The state uses analytics to 

single out tax returns which 

could involve identity theft.  

Secretary Peter Barca says 

cybercrime and identity theft 

have become more common.  

His office estimates anti-fraud 

initiatives have saved 

Wisconsin taxpayers more than 

416-million dollars over the last 

10 years. 

The Wisconsin Department of 



Health Services confirms first flu-

related death of a child during 

the current season.  There have 

been 13 flu-related deaths in 

the state since last October.  

Doctors say the report proves 

how serious influenza can be. 
 

 
Northland Pines voters 
agree with referendum News 2/20/19 

630a,730a,830
a 1:30 

Snow will gradually overspread 

the area this morning getting 

heavier as the day wears on.  

Winter Weather Advisories are 

in effect until 9 tonight for up to 

five inches before tapering off 

to flurries.  That amount would 

give Rhinelander its snowiest 

February, putting the total for 

the month over 40-inches.  The 

potential for messy weather 

comes with the weekend as 

another system could bring 

snow Friday night into Saturday 

morning, then mixing with rain 

and sleet.  Heavy snow could 

also return Sunday. 

By a nearly 2-to-1 margin, 

voters in the Northland Pines 

School District approved a 

$4.6-million referendum.  The 

final tally was 1200 to 625 to 



exceed the revenue limits for 

operational purposes for three 

years.  The funds will go to 

academics, continue their 

school resource officer and 

safety initiatives and maintain 

programs.   

The Oneida County Sheriff’s 

Department identified those 

killed in a head on crash 

Monday afternoon.  53-year 

old Judie Miller of Arkansaw, 

Wisconsin crossed the 

centerline on Hwy 45 near Hiles 

Junction Road and collided 

with a car driven by 18-year 

old Carsen Hickson of 

Conover.  Miller died instantly 

while a passenger in Hickson’s 

car, 18-year old Kelsey Bellman 

of Eagle River, died at a 

Wausau hospital.   

The DNR wants to spend nearly 

$5-million to buy an easement 

on more than 14,000 acres of 

land in Iron County.  The funds 

from the land stewardship 

program would put the 

majority on the easement from 



Keweenaw Land Association, 

Ltd and the remainder for road 

maintenance.  The easement 

would preserve the acreage 

for sustainable forestry and 

keep it undeveloped. 

 

 
Flights will increase this 
summer at the Rhinelander 
airport News 2/20/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

Republican lawmakers say a 

new report on Medicaid 

expansion in Wisconsin 

supports their argument 

against the idea.  The study 

from the Wisconsin Institute for 

Law and Liberty and the 

Center for Research on the 

Wisconsin Economy suggests 

the expansion would move 

600-million dollars a year to the 

private insurance market.  

Democrats and some health 

care advocates call the report 

biased and say it is unreliable.  

They claim it pushes a political 

agenda. 

Wisconsin Governor Tony Evers 

says there is no national 

emergency need for a border 

wall.  Evers says he is exploring 

the idea of joining a lawsuit 



already filed by 16 states.  The 

federal suit alleges the 

declaration by President 

Donald Trump is 

unconstitutional.  Trump's plan 

is to use already-designated 

federal funds to pay for the U-

S-Mexico border wall.  Attorney 

General Josh Kaul has said if 

federal funds meant for this 

state are diverted due to the 

declaration, the Wisconsin 

Department of Justice will take 

the appropriate action -- 

though he didn't say what that 

would be. 

Flights will increase this summer 

at the Rhinelander/Oneida 

County Airport.  Delta Airlines, 

through their regional carrier 

SkyWest will be making three 

round trips to Minneapolis per 

day beginning in June.   

A committee of the Antigo 

School District is looking for 

new names for the city’s three 

elementary schools.  Right now 

it’s simply East, West and North 

and the public is being asked 



for naming suggestions.  The 

committee will choose three 

finalists per school and hope to 

announce the new names at 

their March board meeting. 
 

 
Yesterday’s snowfall was 
another record setter for 
Rhinelander News 2/21/19 

630a,730a,830
a 1:30 

Yesterday’s snow was a record 

setter with nearly 7-inches it 

brings the February total, 

unofficially, to 43 inches for 

Rhinelander, swamping the old 

mark of 36.1 set back in 1937.  

Another mark will surely fall by 

the weekend.  The snowiest 

month on record was 1968’s 

total of 46-inches.  That should 

be erased by Saturday. And 

the way this next storm is 

tracking, travel plans may 

have to be adjusted with a 

combination of snow and 

freezing rain predicted. 

The poor roads yesterday 

contributed to a school bus 

sliding into the ditch in 

Kronenwetter yesterday 

morning.  No students were 

hurt.  An ice covered Hwy 51 

near Merrill was closed for 



about an hour near County K 

when a semi slid into the 

median.   And until further 

notice, the Marathon County 

Sheriff’s Department issued a 

ban on towing.    

Calling a GOP tax cut plan a 

stunt, Governor Tony Evers 

vetoed the measure yesterday.  

He’s proposing his own plan 

and will announce it next week 

while proposing the new state 

budget.  Both the Democratic 

governor and Republicans 

support a middle-class tax cut, 

but differ on how to fund it.   

The newest member of the fan 

Hall of Fame for the Packers is 

well known for the weekly 

parties during games for family 

and friends.  Amy Nelson from 

the Florence County 

community of Fence is the 21st 

member of the Hall.  Amy has 

down syndrome and doesn’t 

hide her love for the green and 

gold.  Her brother Andy 

nominated her saying her 

positive outlook is an example 



for all fans.   
 

 
Record snowfall has been a 
boon to the tourist industry News 2/21/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

The governor's nominee to 

head the Wisconsin 

Department of Transportation 

has given lawmakers some 

bad news.  Craig Thompson 

says the state's transportation 

system is "declining" by every 

measure of its condition.  

Thompson gave testimony 

before the Senate 

Transportation Committee 

yesterday.  Republicans have 

questioned his previous role as 

a lobbyist for the Transportation 

Development Association.  

Thompson told committee 

members funding for roads will 

be increased, but he didn't say 

where the money will come 

from. 

The now record February snow 

is a boon to the tourism industry 

and we can add contractors 

to the list.  The heavy snows 

have been taking a toll on the 

roofs of homes and 

outbuildings as people race to 

remove the weight before the 



next onslaught this weekend.  

While the collapses are a major 

problem, there are other risks, 

like blocked pipes that can 

direct carbon monoxide back 

into the buildings.  More wet, 

heavy snow is forecast. 

Two days after he was 

featured in a newspaper 

article for being “Wisconsin’s 

oldest living man, Ron Schwartz 

died at the age of 108.  

Schwartz was born in 1911 and 

raised on a farm just outside of 

East Troy.  He moved to 

Milwaukee in 1953 and finally 

gave up his home to move to 

an assisted-living apartment 

last year.  After the Sunday 

story in the Milwaukee Journal-

Sentinel, no one has stepped 

forward with information about 

anyone older.  How did he live 

so long?  Schwartz says good 

genes and luck.  His parents 

also lived past 100 and four 

siblings were in their 90s when 

they died. 
 



 
Big winter storm expected 
for the weekend News 2/22/19 

630a,730a,830
a 1:30 

Another mid-winter storm is 

expected this weekend with 

high winds and heavy snow.  A 

winter storm watch is already 

posted for Saturday night into 

Sunday across the North 

including Vilas, Oneida, Forest, 

Florence, northern Marinette, 

Lincoln and Langlade counties.  

Heavy snow will be possible at 

times along with some minor 

ice accumulations with 

accumulations in the 8-to-15 

inch range accompanied by 

wind gusts to 40 mph. 

 

Because of the weather the 

Rhinelander Food Pantry will be 

closed tomorrow but will be 

open today for distribution 

from nine to noon and again 

Monday from 3-to-6.      

 

Wisconsin Assembly Speaker 

Robin Vos, a strong advocate 

of the Foxconn project, hope 

the air permits granted the 

electronics giant aren’t 

changed by Governor Tony 



Evers.  The Governor’s been 

critical of Foxconn and is 

ordering a review of those 

permits, granted by his 

predecessor Scott Walker.  The 

company has been changing 

its plans for what will be made 

at the plant, while sticking to its 

pledge of creating up to 

13,000 jobs.   

Meanwhile, Republicans in the 

assembly introduced legislation 

effectively doubling annual 

state funding for direct housing 

assistance to combat 

homelessness.   

 

Gas prices are going up and 

the climb is expected to run 

into April.  According to 

GasBuddy the increases are 

due to higher oil prices and the 

usual switch of refineries 

moving from winter to summer 

gasoline.  Regular unleaded in 

Rhinelander this morning was 

at $2.44 a gallon.  Over the last 

few years the average price 

increase from February to April 



is about 27-cents. 
 

 
St.; Croix man could get 
prison time  News 2/22/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

One chance in 10.  That is the 

likelihood Governor Tony Evers' 

plan to legalize medical 

marijuana will pass the 

Wisconsin Assembly, according 

to Speaker Robin Vos.  The 

Republican says the problem is 

it would also decriminalize 

possession of recreational pot.  

Vos thinks he could get a 

majority of his party members 

to support legalization of 

medical marijuana only.  He 

accuses the governor of failing 

to work with him to find a 

middle ground. 

A St. Croix County man could 

get 25 years in prison when he 

is sentenced in April for the 

sexual assault of a child.  The 

victim in Ronald Jewett's case 

is a 15-year-old girl with 

cognitive disabilities.  He 

reached a plea deal with 

prosecutors yesterday after 

they dropped one of the 

charges.  The victim says 

Jewett touched her 



inappropriately almost every 

day.   

A report from the Wisconsin 

Policy Forum finds only six 

states where local 

governments get more of their 

revenue from property taxes 

than Wisconsin.  Municipalities 

depend on property tax 

collections for 42 percent of 

their revenue -- nearly double 

the national average.  That 

figure is the highest in the 

Midwest and means local 

governments are limited when 

they need to raise funds.  Tight 

property tax caps are forcing 

unintended consequences like 

increasing debt. 

Hundreds of Wisconsin dairy 

farmers are calling it quits.  The 

state lost more than 600 dairy 

herds last year, and those that 

remain are a fraction of those 

seen in the state ten years 

ago.  Lower prices and 

increased production are 

making it difficult for farmers to 

make ends meet. 
 



 
1

st
 legitimate blizzard in a 

decade leaves high winds 
and huge snowfall News 2/25/19 

630a,730a,830
a 1:30 

The first legitimate blizzard in a 

decade still leaves stinging 

winds this morning and 

monsterous drifts of snow.  

Thousands were without power 

as the combination of snow 

and high winds dropped 

powerlines.  There were still 

over 500 in the dark early this 

morning, most in central 

Wisconsin.  Whiteout conditions 

hampered firefighters and 

rescue crews as the scanner 

traffic was nearly non-stop 

yesterday.  Those conditions 

contributed to a fatality and 

hurt several others in Interstate 

41 near Neenah.  Many 

highways were closed 

because they were 

impassable.  Homes and 

businesses had buildings 

collapse due to the weight of 

the snow as it came down at 

times more than 2-inches an 

hour.  Dozens of churches 

cancelled services yesterday 

and there are a number of 

schools closed today and that 



list is available on this station’s 

website.  Wind chill and winter 

weather advisories are in 

effect through 9:00 this 

morning for most of north 

Central Wisconsin.  Forecasts 

call for much colder conditions 

to move in with single digit 

highs and lows well below zero.  

There’s also more chances for 

measureable snow and wind 

Tuesday and Wednesday and 

again heading into the 

weekend. 

Governor Tony Evers unveils his 

first state budget this week and 

in it are plans to continue the 

long-running tuition freeze, 

pumping in another $150-

million and give people in the 

country illegally in-state tuition 

rates.  Evers campaigned on 

allowing children 

accompanying their parents 

into the US to get the tuition 

rates.  He also promised to 

allow Wisconsin students to 

refinance their loans. 
 

 News 2/25/19 1230p,530p 1:30 Dozens of schools were either 



More schools closed or 
delayed today 

delayed or closed today as 

Wisconsin digs out from a 

blizzard that ended up setting 

snowfall records. As the storm 

moved out, the winds stayed, 

blowing and drifting snow into 

even higher piles.  City crews 

are out knocking down those 

piles, especially at intersections 

and officials ask drivers to be 

patient and give them space 

to get the jobs done.  

Wisconsin Public Service crews 

are also still out as several 

hundred were still without 

power going into the 

afternoon.  Hwy 97 in 

Marathon County from Athens 

to the Taylor County line was 

closed for a time this morning 

because of whiteout 

conditions.  About a 10-mile 

stretch of the highway was 

affected.   Statewide, many 

highways are listed as 'travel 

not advised' on the DOT road 

conditions map.   A retired 

agriculture expert says several 

Wisconsin farm buildings have 



collapsed under the weight of 

accumulated snow.  Farm 

structures like barns are 

exempt from state building 

codes so they often aren't as 

sturdy as other Wisconsin 

buildings.  The worst may be 

yet to come.  The weather will 

likely become more 

destructive as spring 

approaches because the snow 

will be heavier and wetter. 

A 35-year old Ladysmith man 

was arrested yesterday 

morning for two counts of 

disorderly conduct.  Lincoln 

County deputies responded to 

an establishment in the Town 

of Merrill after learning the man 

was harassing customers. 

Firefighters from Tomahawk 

and Nokomis responded to 

reports of structure fire early 

yesterday.  Shortly after 3am a 

caller reported a shed with 

vehicles inside was on fire.  No 

other information is available.   
 

 
Middleton man faces sex News 2/26/19 

630a,730a,830
a 1:30 A Middleton man faces five 



assault charges in Langlade 
Co.  

felony charges in Langlade 

County for the sexual assault of 

a child.  66-year old Larry 

Yunker was in court yesterday 

and is held on a $50,000 cash 

bond for allegedly having 

sexual contact with a child 

several times, having child 

pornography and texting lewd 

messages to the victim.  He’s 

back in court Monday. 

 

Three people were charged in 

connection to a string of 

burglaries in the Elcho area.  

Tips from residents aided police 

in the arrest 37-year old Jason 

Behm and 40-year old Valerie 

Deangelis, both of Wausau 

and  39-year old Andrew 

Schroeder of Pearson.  All face 

numerous felonies related to 

the break-ins along with drug 

and firearm possession.  Five 

homes around Elcho were 

broken in to recently where 

money, jewelry and weapons 

were stolen.  Some of the items 

along with methamphetamine 



were in the vehicle when the 

trio was stopped by police.  

Court appearances begin next 

month. 

 

City residents in Eagle River are 

being notified to start running 

water.  The water utility there 

has measured frost depths to 

five feet, prompting the 

decision in an effort to keep 

pipes from freezing.  Customers 

will be notified whether or not 

to have a slow, steady stream 

of water running until further 

notice. 

 

Another round of snow is 

forecast for later today and 

tonight with up to 6-inches 

expected in some areas.  That 

system exits tomorrow 

afternoon right before another 

one rolls in for the weekend 

that’s expected to dump more 

fresh snow.  Forecasts say the 

totals are still uncertain as the 

system gathers strength.   
 
 



 
Gov. Evers wants to stop 
state’s school voucher 
program News 2/26/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

Wisconsin's Democratic 

governor wants to stop the 

expansion of the state's private 

voucher school program.  Tony 

Evers says he will include the 

proposal in the state budget 

plan he releases later this 

week.  He wants a hold placed 

on the creation of any new 

independent charter schools 

until 2023.  Since Republicans 

control both the Assembly and 

state Senate, Evers' proposal 

isn't likely to pass.  The voucher 

program has expanded each 

of the last eight years. 

The Governor is also 

withdrawing Wisconsin Nationa

l Guard troops from the 

Southwest border.  Evers issued 

an executive order yesterday 

bringing about 

110 Wisconsin National 

Guardsmen home from 

assisting with border security.  

The governor says the 

responsibility for keeping the 

borders safe belongs to the 

U.S. Customs and Border 



Patrol.  Evers' order 

immediately drew criticism 

from Republicans, who say 

securing the borders is a top 

priority for the nation. 

The Winnebago County 

Sheriff's Office reports the 

person killed in Sunday's 131-

vehicle pileup on Interstate 41 

was a 30-year-old 

teacher.  Andrew 

Schefelker taught middle and 

high school science in the 

Iowa-Scandinavia School 

District.  Fox Valley authorities 

say it could take several days 

to clean up the road.  Seventy-

one people were injured and 

most of the vehicles involved 

were totaled.  The accident 

happened near Neenah 

during whiteout conditions. 

The National Grocer’s 

Association awarded Trig 

Solberg its Thomas Zaucha 

Entrepreneurial Award.  

Recognized in San Diego, Trig 

was honored for his dedication 

to the stores that bear his 



name, his employees and the 

communities they serve.  The 

Trig’s stores began in 1971.   
 

  
More snow this morning News 2/27/19 

630a,730a,830
a 1:30 

 Waking up to another few 

inches of snow and slow travel 

this morning.  And the effects 

of the weekend storm are still 

being felt.  The roof of the 

Kamar Senior Center 

collapsed.  The damage was 

discovered Monday.  No one 

was inside at the time and all 

community center activities 

have been cancelled until 

further notice.  The adjacent 

Vilas County Food Pantry was 

not affected and is providing 

services.  Heavy snow also took 

down the overhang of the 

Lakeland Variety Store in 

downtown Minocqua.  The 

business was closed at the 

time. 

February 2019 is one for the 

history books and with two 

days left and snow in the 

forecast, those numbers will 

change.  Rhinelander’s had a 

record 57.5” this month, not 



counting today with the 

seasonal total now at 93.1.  

Wausau’s sitting at 70.9 for a 

city that typically gets around 

60”.  Another system comes in 

Friday, but those are March 

totals. 

Megan Danielczak pleaded no 

contest yesterday to 

solicitation to commit first 

degree intentional homicide. 

The 28-year old Rhinelander 

woman was accused of trying 

to hire a hit man to kill her 

husband last February.   The 

plea deal avoids a jury trial in 

the case.  She’s scheduled for 

sentencing May 2nd  in Branch 

one of Oneida County Court. 

Employees at Stark Automotive 

in Merrill found themselves out 

of work Monday.  Owners 

closed the dealership on 

Brandenburg Avenue after 

operating 32 years.  The move 

idles 15 people.  Group 

president Bill Stark said 

changes in the auto industry 

forced the decision.  Area GM 



and Chevy dealers will honor 

all vehicle warranties. 
 

 
Former Antigo school 
superintendant pleads guilty News 2/28/19 

630a,730a,830
a 1:30 

A former school superintendent 

in Antigo pled guilty to two of 

four charges against him 

yesterday in Marathon County 

Court.  60-year old Steven 

Smolek, now living in LaCrosse, 

was accused of child 

enticement, exposure and sex 

with a child under 16.  He ran 

the district for a year before 

retiring in 2013.  Smolek will 

spend nine months in jail and 

register as a sex offender, 

along with four years’ 

probation.  

 

Last month Petco announced 

the closure of Drs Foster and 

Smith.  Yesterday, employees 

found out their options at a job 

fair at the facility.  About a 

dozen companies took part in 

an effort to help the nearly 300 

workers being displaced.  

Some were able to transfer 

within Petco but about half are 

still left without a job.  A 



community response team has 

been meeting weekly to find 

resources or jobs.  There’s a 

community resource fair onsite 

for employees today and early 

next month Ascension will help 

workers with their insurance 

needs.  Assistance is available 

at the Job Center in downtown 

Rhinelander. 

 

Former Green Bay Packers 

coach Mike McCarthy was 

known for his quick temper on 

the sidelines, but that may 

have gotten the best of him 

Tuesday night at his stepson’s 

basketball game.  He plays at 

Notre Dame Academy, who 

lost to Pulaski by one point in 

the regional playoff.  Security 

footage shows a man following 

and berating the officials after 

the game, it was McCarthy.  A 

formal complaint has been 

filed with the WIAA. 

 

And the DNR board approved 

spending nearly $5-million for 



and easement on more than 

14,000 acres in Iron County. 
 

 
Gov. Evers to include 
changes in state budget News 2/28/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

Wisconsin Governor Tony Evers 

will include changes to the 

juvenile justice system in the 

budget plan he will release 

later today.  The Democrat 

wants to delay indefinitely the 

closure of the state's juvenile 

prison near Irma.  He also 

wants to increase the age for 

charging juveniles as adults 

from 17 to 18.  Only five states 

join Wisconsin in treating 17-

year-old criminals as adults.  

Republicans aren't unified with 

or against Evers' ideas on the 

topic.   

Republican congressmen Jim 

Sensenbrenner and Mike 

Gallagher voted to block 

President Trump's national 

emergency declaration.  The 

measure will be vetoed by the 

president and the 245-to-182 

vote was well below the 290 

votes needed to override.  

Sensenbrenner says he 

supports building the wall but 



opposes bypassing Congress.  

Gallagher says he is worried 

about the precedent which 

would be set.  The question is 

now in front of the Republican-

controlled U-S Senate. 

Pleasant Prairie police arrested 

an 18-year-old student at 

LakeView Technology 

Academy.  Investigators say 

she made an online threat 

about a possible act of 

violence on the school's 

campus yesterday.  Her name 

hasn't been released.  Police 

say pictures were posted on 

Instagram show a man holding 

a firearm with a threatening 

comment below.   

Sponsored by the group 

Forward Rhinelander, the 

inaugural “Best Of” 

Rhinelander awards were 

handed out last night.  Winners 

in 33 categories were 

announced including the 

Hodag Country Festival as best 

annual event, multiple winners 

included CT’s Deli, Rhinelander 



Café & Pub and Hodag Park.  

This humble reporter received 

the award for best media 

personality, for which I thank 

you. 
 

 
Interview Phone 2/21/19 835a 3 minutes 

Talked to Vicky Fleming from Lakeland High 
School about the drama dept’s presentation of 
Les Miserables 
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Rhinelander school board 
working on succession to 
superintendant who is 
stepping down News 3/1/19 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

The Rhinelander School 

Board will be working on a 

succession plan as 

Superintendent Kelli Jacobi 

will be stepping down after 

the next school year.  At 

that time she’ll have 40 

years as an educator and 

13 years in administration.  

Jacobi said she wants to 

spend time with her elderly 

parents and grand kids and 

admits she’s not the stay at 

home type but doesn’t 



know what’s next.  She said 

there’s something out there 

that will keep her busy.   

 

Saying we cannot afford to 

play politics with the 

budget, Governor Tony 

Evers delivered his first 

budget address last night.  

The Democrat  emphasized 

the importance of 

bipartisanship, and putting 

the needs of the people of 

Wisconsin first while laying 

out several major proposals.  

One of those is road 

funding and Evers wants to 

raise the gas tax and repeal 

the minimum markup law.  

Republicans, who control 

both houses in Madison 

were quick to react.  

Senator Tom Tiffany of 

Hazelhurst said that means 

millions going to 

southeastern Wisconsin 

while the North gets 

peanuts.   Rhinelander 

Representative Rob 



Swearingen was 

disappointed with the 

address saying Evers isn’t 

interested in working across 

the aisle and his plans are a 

missed opportunity for them 

to work together.  Now it’s 

up to the joint finance 

committee to work out the 

details.   

 

Despite the strong winter, 

the DNR is sticking with the 

deadlines to remove shacks 

off the ice.  South of Hwy 64 

that deadline is this 

weekend while the North 

has until March 17th.   

Portable shelters can be 

used after the deadline has 

passed.   
 

  
Marathon Co. home 
destroyed by fire News 3/4/19 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

 Rhinelander’s City Council 

gets an update from the 

pedestrian and bike plan 

consultant at tonight’s 

meeting, rescheduled from 

last week’s postponement.  

The Department of 

Transportation awarded the 



city a grant to update its 

master plan and develop 

future improvements for 

pedestrian and bicycle 

traffic including sidewalks, 

crosswalks, trails and bike 

lanes.  The presentation’s 

being made by the North 

Central Wisconsin Regional 

Planning Commission.   

In advance of the meeting 

there’s an open house at 

City Hall to meet with JSD 

professional services, the 

landscape architect 

consulting on the 

redevelopment design for 

Hodag Park.  They’ve spent 

the last month reviewing all 

past plans and committee 

meeting minutes on the 

park to help develop a 

direction for future 

improvements.  Ironically 

the meeting comes a few 

days after the Rhinelander 

Community Foundation 

requested the return of a 

$25,000 grant because 



deadlines for work to be 

performed at the park had 

passed. 

A Marathon County home 

was destroyed by fire last 

night.  The blaze, reported 

in the village of Maine was 

difficult to battle as 

numerous departments had 

trouble getting water to the 

rural area.  The residents 

were able to get out safely.  

No word on the cause. 

Schools across Northern 

and Central Wisconsin are 

struggling to make up days 

lost due to the record 

setting winter weather.  

Administrators are dropping 

staff days for student 

attendance days on the 

calendars.  Some districts 

are adding days to the end 

of the year and even 

considering cutting into 

spring break.  Heavy snow 

and freezing temperatures 

prompted as many as eight 

days already being missed. 
 



  
Records set around the state 
for temps and snowfall News 3/4/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

 Wisconsin just left a month 

that shattered both cold 

and snow records.  

Rhinelander officially has 

the all-time snowiest month 

ever recorded with 61.5” 

mark that buried the 

previous mark of 46” set 

back in 1968.  That number 

now takes over for the 

month of February as well, 

besting the 1937 mark of 

39.5”.  Wausau had its most 

snow ever with a total of 

54.3”.   Rhinelander also set 

a temperature record this 

morning when the mercury 

dropped to 24-below.  

Antigo, Merrill, Wausau and 

others also set new lows 

and March is just starting.  

What will help is Daylight 

Saving Time kicks in Sunday. 

Ice fishermen are supposed 

to have their permanent 

shanties off the ice by now 

south of Hwy 64, but the 

Wisconsin Department of 

Natural Resources will work 



with them if they are 

delayed.  yesterday was 

the deadline and some 

shanty owners said that was 

too soon.  People struggling 

to get their shanties 

removed should call the 

local conservation warden 

or the D-N-R.  A portable 

structure is fine, as long as 

the angler removes it when 

they leave. 

A Merrill man was arrested 

Saturday morning on felony 

charges after a deputy 

came across a fight in the 

Town of Merrill.  Contact 

was made with the 35-year 

old about 2:30 and he 

provided a false name. 

When the man’s real 

identity was determined, it 

was found he was out on 

two felony bonds in Lincoln 

County which required 

absolute sobriety. He was 

arrested on two counts of 

bail jumping along with a 

misdemeanor charge of 



obstructing an offi 

  
Fire guts downtown Three 
Lakes landmark News 3/5/19 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

 A downtown Three Lakes 

landmark was gutted by fire 

last night.  The Oneida 

Village Inn on Superior 

Street was destroyed as 

firefighters battled sub-zero 

temperatures while trying to 

contain the blaze.  

Everyone reportedly got out 

of the complex that houses 

the historic restaurant and 

bar and adjacent hotel.  

For more than 40 years the 

business has been a top 

destination for visitors to the 

area.  Unconfirmed reports 

say a furnace in one of the 

rooms started the fire but 

the official cause is not 

known.  Last month fire 

destroyed the Three Lakes 

Diner just down the street.   

 

Most of Langlade County 

was without cell and 

internet service for several 

hours yesterday.  A severed 

fiber optics line is being 



blamed on the disruption 

that affected services 

provided by AT&T, Charter 

and Verizon.  It also caused 

emergency dispatch calls 

to be rerouted.  The outage 

was initially reported 

around 5:00 and officials 

with the Sheriff’s 

Department said service 

began to resume after nine.  

At the time 911 calls were 

handled by other dispatch 

centers.   

 

Governor Tony Evers is 

ordering the Department of 

Transportation to develop a 

plan to help people get the 

identification needed to 

vote in elections.  The 

executive order could keep 

Division of Motor Vehicle 

offices open longer and on 

weekends and evenings so 

people can have an easier 

time acquiring driver’s 

licenses and ID cards.  Plans 

for the change are due by 



the end of the year. 

 

Standard Mercantile in 

downtown Tomahawk re-

opened yesterday after 

neighborly help shored up 

the building in danger of 

collapsing from heavy snow 

on the roof.   
 

  
Wis. Suing over family 
planning rule News 3/5/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

 Wisconsin is one of 20 states 

suing over a new family 

planning rule put into place 

by the U-S Health and 

Human Services 

Department.  The change is 

aimed at making it harder 

for a woman to have an 

abortion.  The new H-H-S 

rule bars taxpayer-funded 

clinics from referring 

patients to abortion 

providers.  If a court doesn't 

block it, the new standard 

goes into effect in May.   

A Minnesota man caught in 

a sex sting gets five years in 

prison.  Sanjeev 

Sewpersaud of Eagan was 

found guilty of three felony 



charges.  He responded to 

an ad from an undercover 

officer posing as a 15-year-

old boy.  The two 

exchanged sexual 

messages and Sewpersaud 

was taken into custody 

when he traveled to Rice 

Lake last April.  He will have 

to register as a sex offender 

for the rest of his life. 

Wisconsin Governor Tony 

Evers changed his mind 

and released the note he 

was handed by his 

predecessor, Scott Walker.  

Evers said the note didn't 

have to be released 

because it was personal.  

The Associated Press filed 

an open records request.  

The note advised the new 

governor to stay 

connected to his friends, 

saying they would keep his 

life grounded and positive.  

Walker also congratulated 

Evers and wished him well. 

Deciding on a host city for 



the 2020 Democratic 

National Convention is 

taking longer.  Milwaukee, 

Houston and Miami thought 

they would hear a decision 

last week, but that hasn't 

happened yet.  The biggest 

concern for Milwaukee is 

Houston and Miami have 

thousands more hotel 

rooms close to their 

convention sites.   
 

  
Firefighters on hand to put 
out hot spots at Three Lakes 
fire News 3/6/19 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

 Firefighters were still on 

scene yesterday at what’s 

left of the Oneida Village 

Inn in downtown Three 

Lakes, putting out hot spots.  

Now, due to the large 

volume of water used, 

levels have dropped to 

where the DNR has ordered 

a water boil advisory to 

residents until the town gets 

clearance that it’s once 

again safe.  Investigators 

are sifting through the 

rubble again today to 

determine the cause.  A 

GoFundMe page was set 



up to help the owners and 

those affected by the fire.   

 

As the Joint Finance 

Committee works on the 

state budget, they’ll run 

across a $5-million boost to 

tourism marketing.  

Governor Tony Evers 

inserted it in his plan to 

further boost the $20-billion 

industry, and develop the 

new Office of Outdoor 

Recreation.  To that end, 

two of Evers’ secretary 

appointees were in 

Rhinelander yesterday to 

promote it.  DNR Secretary 

Preston Cole joined Tourism 

Secretary Sara Meaney at 

CAVOC saying the new 

office will work on job 

creation, healthy outdoor 

activities, positive use of 

public lands and tourism 

marketing.   

 

Forecasters are carefully 

watching a weather system 



that’s just setting up over 

the upper west coast and 

its track could determine if 

we get higher temperatures 

and rain or more cold and 

heavy snow.  Experts admit 

it’s still too early to tell the 

path of the system that’s still 

2,000 miles away.  Bitter 

cold will stay here today 

and tonight with some lake 

effect snow showers likely, 

especially over Vilas 

County.  This next system 

has the potential for 

significant accumulations 

across Northcentral 

Wisconsin.   
 

  
Wisconsin woman could face 
prison time over sex crime News 3/6/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

 A northwestern Wisconsin 

woman could be 

sentenced to 25 years in 

prison when she returns to 

Washburn County Circuit 

Court in May.  Christina 

Greer entered a no-contest 

plea to a charge of child 

enticement yesterday.  She 

had been accused of trying 

to convince a 14-year-old 



girl from Spooner to have 

sex with a man Greer 

describes as her boyfriend 

and her pimp.  Greer says 

Jamaine Brown asked her 

to set up the sexual 

encounter.  Brown will face 

charges of child trafficking, 

child sexual assault and 

soliciting when he returns to 

court in August. 

All charges have been 

dropped against an Iowa 

woman accused of causing 

a fatal accident in 2016.  

Elizabeth Weber had been 

charged with homicide by 

negligent use of a vehicle.  

Investigators determined 

Weber had put down her 

cell phone more than a 

mile before she failed to 

yield at a stop sign in the 

Town of Bueno Vista.  Fifty-

nine-year-old Scott Otterson 

of Plainfield was killed.  

Prosecutors still say Weber 

caused the crash, but she 

didn't break the law. 



Wyoming Officials identified 

the snowmobiler killed 

Monday in Teton County, as 

27-year old Dale Laedtke of 

New London, Wisconsin.  His 

machine was buried when 

the snowpack started 

moving beneath it. 

Top aides for Wisconsin's 

new governor are getting 

bigger paychecks than the 

people who held the same 

positions in the Scott Walker 

administration.  State 

records reveal almost a 

dozen are getting paid at 

least 10 percent more.  One 

Republican lawmaker 

objects, saying the raises 

are excessive -- and that 

they reveal Governor Evers' 

Madison-first mentality. 
 

  
Merrill fire dept. lending 
support to another state 
dept.  News 3/7/19 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

 Elizabeth Smart was 14 

when she was kidnapped 

from her Salt Lake City 

home in 2002 and held for 

nine months.  She’ll address 

a gathering at the Barron 

Area Community Center 



next Friday to help the 

region cope with the high-

profile double murder and 

abduction of Jayme Closs.   

21-year old Jake Patterson 

is accused of breaking into 

the family home, killing her 

parents and keeping 

Jayme for three months 

before she escaped.  Smart 

will talk about her 

experience and moving 

forward.    

Merrill firefighters are 

lending a helping hand to 

the LaPointe Fire 

Department, the only one 

on Madeline Island, after 

fire gutted their building 

yesterday morning by 

donating some old turnout 

gear and loose equipment.   

Another late season storm is 

building toward the 

Midwest this weekend, 

bringing with it mixed 

precipitation beginning 

Saturday afternoon.  It’s 

also bringing the possibility 



of an all-time snowfall 

record for Rhinelander.  

That mark was set in the 

2013-14 season when 110.3 

inches of snow fell.  There’s 

a 107 inch total next from 

1938 then our current 101.7 

inch reading.  Recent 

storms have passed to our 

south, bringing in heavy 

snow and indications are 

this one will do the same.  

February’s snowfall record 

was shattered by over a 

foot and March is setting up 

the same way.  Forecasters 

say there’s still plenty of 

uncertainty about the 

totals.   

Speaking of the weekend, 

Daylight Saving Time 

returns, so before you hit 

the pillow Saturday night, 

set the clocks ahead one 

hour.  It’s also a good time 

to replace the batteries in 

smoke and carbon 

monoxide detectors.   
 

  News 3/7/19 1230p,530p 1:30  Analysts in the flat-panel 



Foxcon may not be coming 
to the state 

industry say Wisconsin may 

not get a Foxconn plant of 

any size.  The Taiwan-based 

electronics manufacturer 

originally agreed to a 

massive manufacturing 

campus capable of 

producing outsized flat-

screen monitors used in 

large TVs and liquid-crystal 

displays.  Veterans in the 

industry are skeptical 

Foxconn will build even a 

smaller scale plant in the 

state.  The chief executive 

of the Wisconsin Economic 

Development Corporation 

that negotiated the 2017 

contract is confident of 

assurances by Foxconn that 

a plant will be built. 

Last Sunday the roof of the 

Kalmar Senior Center in 

Eagle River collapsed, 

ending services and 

recreational opportunities.  

In a statement today the 

Senior Eagle River Volunteer 

Enterprise board says 



they’re been working with 

the insurance company to 

assess the damage and 

plan for clean-up and 

preparations to rebuild.  

Most activities have been 

moved to other temporary 

locations.  The Vilas food 

pantry is still in operation at 

their current site.     

The DNR is now taking 

public comment on the 

migratory bird hunting 

season proposals in 

advance of the Natural 

Resources Board meeting in 

April.  Public hearings are 

planned for LaCrosse, Rice 

Lake, Appleton and 

Pewaukee.  Comments will 

also be accepted using an 

online tool on the DNR 

website through March 15th. 

A group representing 

farmers and ranchers is 

praising a federal agency’s 

proposal to drop 

protections for gray wolves 

across the Lower 48 states.  



The American Farm Bureau 

Federation says wolves 

have recovered from the 

brink of extinction and 

management of the 

species should return to 

state wildlife agencies. 

 

  
Man accused of kidnapping 
Jayme Closs will plead guilty News  3/8/19 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

 The state lifted the boil 

water advisory in Three 

Lakes.  The notice was 

issued following the fire that 

destroyed the Oneida 

Village Inn Monday night.  

More than 400,000 gallons 

of water was used, drawing 

down the water system and 

possibly causing bacteria to 

flow into the supply.  Test 

samples now show the 

water safe to use.   

 

The man charged with 

abducting 13-year old 

Jayme Closs and murdering 

her parents plans to plead 

guilty.  A Minnesota 

television station is reporting 

Jake Patterson responded 



to a letter from a reporter 

and wrote he didn’t want 

Jayme’s family “to worry 

about a trial”.  Patterson 

shot Jayme’s parents and 

kidnapped the teen in 

October and held her for 

three months before she 

was able to escape.  Barron 

County Sheriff Chris 

Fitzgerald could not 

comment, nor did 

Patterson’s attorneys. 

 

The owner of the Frontier 

Tavern in Eagle River faces 

charges for illegally filling 

liquor bottles with water.  

55-year old Carrie Jo 

Neumann said those bottles 

were for employees and 

dancers when customers 

bought them drinks.  She’s 

also accused of having 

unlicensed bartenders and 

purchasing liquor from 

outside sources.  

Investigators with the 

Department of Revenue 



made the discoveries last 

November.   
 

There’s more snow in the 

forecast while road crews 

continue cleaning up from 

the last dumping.  Cities 

and towns have been 

knocking down the high 

banks restricting visibilities at 

intersections and widening 

roads.  The Public Works 

Department in Rhinelander 

is closing roads to get the 

work done uninterrupted.  

They also ask drivers to be 

patient and give the 

equipment enough room to 

get the jobs done.   
 

  
A Bayfield man is in a 
Minnesota jail News 3/8/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

 A Bayfield County man is in 

a Minnesota Jail for 

allegedly shooting his uncle 

to death last year.  James 

Montano would face a 

mandatory life sentence 

without the possibility of 

parole if he is convicted of 

the top charge.  Witnesses 

say Montano opened fire 



outside his father's home in 

Progress Township last April.  

His bullets killed 57-year-old 

Andrew Gokee and 

wounded 38-year-old 

Hudson Gauthier.   

The Tomahawk Chamber 

got a $2000 boost for their 

$20,000 renovation 

campaign.  Park City Credit 

Union made the 

contribution for the project 

to help update the building 

that hasn’t seen any work 

since 1986.  A new roof, 

carpeting and signage are 

in the plans.   

According 

to realtor.com the city of 

Merrill ranked number nine 

out of 10 “most affordable 

small towns you’d actually 

want to live in.”  The 

organization sorted through 

various factors including 

home prices, 

unemployment rates and 

violent crime rates.  The 

website said a hometown 

https://www.realtor.com/news/trends/top-10-affordable-small-towns-where-youd-actually-want-to-live-2019-edition/?cid=soc_shares_article_fb&fbclid=IwAR2ygSuGl13soIYU9fuP7S3XMsOE2OepXKLrV2X9OxU_Q_Zx3a4OpvGSeAE


perk is cheap beer, and it’s 

also noted that Merrill has 

six buildings on the National 

Register of Historic Places. 

And speaking of beer, 

people in Wisconsin are just 

willing to pay more.  A study 

done by SimplyThrifty-dot-

com finds people here pay 

an average of three-dollars-

a-case more for their beer 

than Illinois customers do.  

The study found Wisconsin 

beer drinkers pay an 

average of 18-dollars, 22-

cents for a 24-pack of Miller 

Lite or Bud Light, before 

taxes or fees.  That price is 

15-20 in Illinois.  Wisconsin 

ranks 25th among the 50 

states when it comes to the 

price it pays for the adult 

beverage. 
 

  
Farm building falls to the 
weight of the snow in White 
Lake News 3/11/19 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

 Another casualty of the 

record snowfall, this time in 

White Lake as the roof on 

the fire department 

collapsed yesterday 



morning.  While many 

members were away at a 

convention, neighboring 

departments stepped up to 

salvage gear and 

equipment and begin the 

cleanup.  The trucks, luckily 

were not damaged but the 

building is a total loss.  A 

canopy over the gas 

pumps at a Holiday Gas 

station in Eau Claire also 

came down from the 

weight of the snow 

yesterday.  One person was 

injured. 

Rhinelander’s City Council 

meets tonight and buried in 

a crowded agenda, it’s the 

50th item, is discussion and 

likely action partly 

rescinding the move that 

created a committee of 

the whole as it applies to 

the finance committee.  It’s 

been a hot topic since 

members are expressing 

concern over the lack of 

oversight, most notably 



over the $13,000 spent by 

city administrator Daniel 

Guild to refurnish his office.  

Council members have also 

been taking to Facebook 

to question policy, air 

concerns and complaints 

and criticize the media.   

Wisconsin Attorney General 

Josh Kaul is joining the rest 

of his colleagues across the 

country to push for a new 

law that would put a 

damper on robocalls.  The 

TRACED act would direct 

telecommunications 

companies to create a 

system to detect and stop 

the calls, and to stop selling 

numbers to scammers.  Kaul 

said, “They would be 

required to implement this 

technology within 18 

months. So that’s one of the 

good things about the 

legislation is that it puts a 

mandate in place.” 

 



  
Merrill man cited for owi News 3/11/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

 Researchers say more than 

half of Wisconsin's children 

live in what they call a 

"child care desert."  The 

Center for American 

Progress reports there is only 

one available slot in a 

licensed daycare operation 

for every three children in 

the state.  Low salaries are 

a problem, with an average 

paycheck of just 10-dollars, 

33-cents-an-hour for 

caregivers.  Most centers 

say they can't afford to pay 

their workers any more than 

that.  The final result is 

affordable childcare simply 

isn't available to many 

families. 

A Merrill man was cited for 

operating a motor vehicle 

while intoxicated yesterday.  

The 20-year old driver stuck 

his vehicle in the ditch early 

Sunday morning on Hwy W, 

south of Hwy 64 shortly 

before 4:00.  His two 20-year 

old passengers were also 



cited for underage drinking.   

The long running Hodag 

Muskie Challenge in 

Rhinelander will operate this 

summer under new 

direction.  Originally a 

product of the Chamber of 

Commerce, the 

Northwoods United Way 

partnered with the 

Rhinelander Ice Association 

to handle the tournament 

that runs in mid-September.  

Last year 99 teams took to 

the water over several area 

lake groups.    

For the first time in four years 

more than 90 percent of 

Lake Superior's surface is 

covered by ice.  

Climatologists report frigid 

weather patterns have kept 

the area in the deep freeze 

since late January.  Superior 

and Lake Erie are at 94 

percent coverage, while 

Lake Huron is 85 percent 

covered by ice, Lake 

Michigan 40 percent and 



Lake Ontario about 23 

percent.  At this time last 

year, about half of 

Superior's surface was ice-

covered. 
 

  
Lac Du flambeau woman 
shows up to court News 3/12/19 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

 After missing her appointed 

court date yesterday, a 

bench warrant was taken 

out against Alyah Wayman.  

The 20-year old Lac du 

Flambeau woman finally 

did appear in Oneida 

County Court, pleading not 

guilty to six charges, 

including two felonies after 

faking a hostage situation 

last month in Rhinelander.  

Judge Patrick O’Melia 

continued her $5000 

signature bond and set her 

pre-trial conference for 

May 21st.   

 

A homicide in the Town of 

Pine River remains under 

investigation by the Lincoln 

County Sheriff’s 

Department.  It occurred at 

a home on the 1500 block 



of Range Line Road, 

February 14th killing 77-year 

old Barbara Renken and 

injuring her 78 year old 

husband Renken, who has 

now died.  There are no 

suspects in the shooting 

and officials consider it to 

be an isolated incident.   

 

Honda is recalling nearly a 

million vehicles because of 

dangerous Takata air bags.  

23 people have already 

been killed when the bags 

deployed, sending metal 

pieces into the drives and 

passengers.  Models 

recalled date back to 2001 

and stretch to 2010 and 

include the Accord, CR-V, 

Civic, Element, Odyssey, 

Pilot, Ridgeline as well as 

the Acura luxury models 

MDX, EL, TL and CL.   

 

Police in Park Falls are 

warning people and 

business owners about 



counterfeit $5 bills in 

circulation.   
 

For the first time in more 

than 100 years the 

Democratic National 

Convention will be held in a 

Midwest city other than 

Chicago.  Milwaukee will 

host the 2020 national 

convention, beating out 

Houston and Miami, making 

it one of the smallest 

locations to host the 

presidential convention.   
 

  
Rhinelander City council 
meeting heats up News 3/12/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

 Despite a lengthy agenda 

before the Rhinelander City 

Council last night it was the 

citizen comments at the 

start of the meeting that 

heated things up.  A 

number of residents 

stepped up to comment on 

the current atmosphere 

within city hall.  It began 

with public works 

department head Tim 

Kingman looking for a no 

confidence vote on city 



administrator Daniel Guild.  

Kingman said the 

workplace environment is 

hostle and despite 

numerous efforts, Guild 

exhibits and authoritarian 

management style and 

does not work with 

department heads.  He 

formally submitted the 

action to the Mayor. 

Several residents followed 

with comments on the 

council’s behavior both in 

and out of city hall.  A 

measure later to reinstate 

the council’s finance 

committee was tabled. 

Former Republican 

Governor Scott Walker 

praised the Democratic 

National Committee's 

decision to hold its 2020 

convention in Milwaukee 

beating out Miami and 

Houston, becoming one of 

the smallest cities to ever 

host such a big event.  

Walker says its a "great 



thing for the city and the 

state"  and having the 

convention in Wisconsin 

may motivate Republicans 

who might have been 

complacent about 

President Trump's run for 

reelection. 

President Donald Trump 

wants to cut the funding for 

the Great Lakes Restoration 

Initiative by 90 percent in his 

2020 budget.  The president 

includes just 30 million 

dollars for the work to 

remove toxic pollution, fight 

invasive species and deal 

with other long-standing 

environmental problems.  

The program has been 

receiving 300-million dollars-

a-year since it was started 

in 2010.  Congress rejected 

this reduction when the 

president proposed it last 

year. 
 

  
Rhinelander mayor casts 
deciding vote News 3/13/19 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

 Last September 

Rhinelander Mayor Chris 

Frederickson voted against 



hiring Daniel Guild as 

administrator.  Monday, in 

closed session following the 

city council meeting, his 

vote broke a tie to avoid 

suspending him.  The action 

was brought partly due to a 

letter and formal complaint 

from Public Works Director 

Tim Kingman, signed by 

several city employees, 

declaring no confidence in 

Guild that allegedly went 

two weeks with no response 

or action.  Veteran council 

members have been 

battling with him since he 

was hired.   

 

Governor Tony Evers was 

looking to postpone the 

closing of the Lincoln Hills 

Juvenile prison near Irma.  

Now he wants to build two 

new facilities downstate, 

operated by the 

department of corrections.  

The prison was to be closed 

by 2021.  Lincoln Hills has 



been under federal 

investigation for years.  In his 

budget proposals,  Evers 

wants to delay the closure 

of Lincoln Hills and add 

nearly $200 million more to 

the budget to pay for the 

new buildings, saying that 

would be required to make 

them a reality.  He also 

announced yesterday, the 

members of the grant 

committee charged with 

working with counties 

interested in creating 

secure youth residential 

centers, which are lower 

security level facilities than 

the type of facilities like 

Lincoln Hills.  

A longstanding leader in 

Lac du Flambeau Tribal 

government has passed.  

73-year old Henry Butch St. 

Germaine served as Tribal 

President, Vice President, 

Council Member and 

manager of the natural 

resources fish hatchery.   



 

Flash flood watches are 

posted for the entire 

listening area through 

Friday morning, with up to 

one and a half inches of 

rain expected.   
 

  
Schools across the area 
delayed this morning  News 3/13/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

 Dozens of schools across 

the north were delayed this 

morning by thick fog and 

icy roads this morning with 

a handful cancelling 

classes because of the ice.  

Rhinelander shut down 

shortly before 8:30 as 

backroads were extremely 

treacherous for bus travel.  

Northland Pines and 

Tomahawk also closed late 

this morning. 

Even though a state 

toxicologist found no health 

threats in the soil at 

Wausau's Riverside Park, 

people living nearby are 

asking for additional tests.  

The city's Parks and 

Recreation Committee took 

up the topic Monday.  The 



Wisconsin Department of 

Health Services is standing 

by its initial assessment that 

the level of dioxin the park 

soil isn't a threat to public 

health.  More testing could 

give an idea of how the 

contamination happened 

in the first place. 

There is an initial suggestion 

that rail service between 

the Twin Cities and the Twin 

Ports could return after 34 

years.  Amtrak reportedly 

expressed interest in 

spending 600-million dollars 

on a route that would be 

called the Northern Lights 

Express.  Passengers would 

travel between Minneapolis 

and Duluth-Superior, with 

four round trips a each 

day. Amtrak officials say it 

could be running in a 

couple of years. 

A Wisconsin Election 

Commission review found 

cases where people voted 

twice in the same election 



and where ballots were 

cast illegally by felons and 

people who aren't U-S 

citizens.  The state 

commission found two 

dozen suspected cases of 

voter fraud.  That's three-

and-a-half times the 

number of cases than last 

year, but a small fraction of 

the two-point-seven-million 

votes cast in the mid-term 

elections last November. 
 

  
Rhinelander city 
administrator survives 
suspension News 3/14/19 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

 Following a rough 

Rhinelander City Council 

meeting Monday night, 

where alderpersons were 

chided by the public and 

Administrator Daniel Guild 

survived a suspension by 

one vote, questions are 

going unanswered as Guild 

is suddenly on vacation for 

more than a week.  Mayor 

Chris Frederickson 

confirmed he was out as 

did a call to Guild’s office.  

He’s been under scrutiny 

since taking the job last 



September, leaving a 

similar position in Weston 

where he was suspended 

for as yet unknown reasons.  

He’s due back Monday the 

25th.    

 

The discord in local 

government isn’t unique to 

Rhinelander as a recall 

effort is underway in Merrill.  

Upset about higher 

property tax increases than 

expected, residents are 

looking to target five of the 

eight members of the 

common council.  

Organizers site several other 

reasons for the action, 

including mismanagement, 

misinformation, open 

meeting violations and 

failure to listen to their 

constituents.  The group has 

60 days to file completed 

petitions and will pick up 

the cost of the recall.  A 

rally is planned for next 

week. 



 

Investigators with the 

Lincoln County Sheriff’s 

Department concluded the 

February shooting in the 

Town of Pine River was a 

murder/suicide.  77-year old 

Barbara Renken was found 

in the home and her 

husband, 78-year old John 

died this week in the 

hospital. 

 

A roundtable discussion 

hosted by Governor Tony 

Evers brought Wausau’s 

Hmong community 

together.   The listening 

session centered on 

housing, economic 

development, healthcare 

and education.  Evers’ 

budget is now in the hands 

of the Joint Finance 

Committee and he believes 

now is a good time to talk 

about these issues.   
 

  
Kohler Co. cuts jobs in 
Sheobygan Co. News 3/14/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

 Republican members of a 

Wisconsin Senate 



committee are divided on 

Governor Tony Evers' 

nominee for a cabinet 

position.  Dawn Crim 

offered testimony at the 

Capitol yesterday.  She was 

charged with felony child 

abuse 14 years ago when 

she jabbed her five-year-

old son's hand with a pen, 

but was never convicted.  

She is Evers' choice to head 

the state Department of 

Safety and Professional 

Services. 

A decision by Kohler 

Company to close its 

Sheboygan County engine 

division is eliminating 600 

jobs there.  The small engine 

manufacturing company 

says it is moving the work to 

Mississippi.  Kohler says all of 

the workers will be offered 

alternative positions.  It is 

investing 15-million dollars at 

its new operation in 

Hattiesburg.  The union says 

280 production jobs and 



320 administrative positions 

are being cut here, but no 

employee is being forced 

out. 

Nothing has been 

confirmed, but the 2020 

Democratic presidential 

nominee could make his or 

her acceptance speech at 

Miller Park.  The home of the 

Brewers would be used 

during the final day of the 

party's national 

convention.  An estimated 

50-thousand people will 

attend and Miller Park is big 

enough that everyone 

could be present for the 

speech.  The Democratic 

National Convention will be 

held in Milwaukee over four 

days in July 2020. 

The combination of melting 

snow and rain is causing 

potholes to fill with water, 

making them harder to see 

until they’re hit.  And road 

crews are very aware of the 

situation but there’s not 



much they can do right 

now as they deal with 

flooding. 
 

  
Flooding across the state News 3/15/19 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

 The scattered rain showers 

overnight turned to light 

snow this morning and the 

combination of the melting, 

recent rain and a frozen 

ground are leading to 

flooding in some locations.  

Snowbank covered storm 

drains can’t handle in flow 

at many intersections in 

many locations as crews 

work to clear them.  In 

Portage County this 

morning the Sheriff’s 

Department closed all lanes 

at the Hwy 51 and 54 

intersection because of 

water over the road.  The 

Village of Park Ridge is 

nearly inaccessible with all 

roads south of Hwy 66 

closed to through traffic.  

The weather’s also closed 

schools in the 

Adams/Friendship district 

today.  Many communities 



including Fond du Lac, 

Green Lake, Lodi, Edgerton, 

Madison and many more 

are all experiencing road 

closures and flooding.  

Conditions also knocked 

out power to 160 customers 

of Wisconsin Public Service 

early this morning in Eagle 

River.  The weather is also 

prompting load limits to 

begin and snowmobile trails 

across Marathon and 

Lincoln counties are 

already closing as well. 

Yesterday morning’s thick 

fog contributed to a 

Langlade County accident, 

injuring six people.  The 

crash reported on Hwy 45 

and County A.  A semi was 

one of the vehicles 

involved.   

Butterball is recalling more 

than 78,000 pounds of raw 

ground turkey products 

nationwide as Wisconsin 

health officials investigate 

salmonella cases in the 



state.  Four people have 

the same strain of 

salmonella and are linked 

to the product.  Look for the 

number “EST. P-7345” in the 

USDA mark of inspection.  

The Department of 

Agriculture, Trade, and 

Consumer Protection and 

local health departments 

are aiding in the 

investigation. 

 

  
Late winter flooding hits 
across the state News 3/15/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

 Late winter flooding has hit 

many parts of Wisconsin 

already, mostly central and 

southern portions of the 

state.  Schools and 

businesses and roads were 

closed.  A power outage 

caused by the flooding 

closed the Ascension 

Medical Group Plover Clinic 

and Urgent Care facilities.  

The DNR reminds well 

owners that the flooding 

can affect their water and 

to watch for changes in 

color, smell or taste.  Flood 



waters and runoff can 

contain bacteria and other 

contaminants that can 

cause illnesses.   

Wisconsin Governor Tony 

Evers says there might be 

some small tax increases, 

but he feels the budget he 

is backing is "pretty close" to 

his campaign promise not 

to raise taxes.  The plan 

includes one-point-three-

billion dollars in new taxes 

and higher fees.  The 

Democrat says he believes 

Republicans can work with 

him to find a consensus.  

Evers' budget includes 688-

million dollars in tax 

increases based on 

eliminating a capital gains 

exemption and 600-million 

which would come from a 

higher gas tax and fees 

charged for vehicle 

registrations. 

There were hopes the bitter 

cold temperatures this 

winter would wipe out the 



invasive Emerald Ash Borer 

and save thousands of 

Wisconsin trees.  Scientists 

with the Department of 

Natural Resources have 

some bad news -- that's not 

going to happen.  A forest 

health specialist says living 

and healthy larvae in large 

numbers have been found 

in the Brookfield area.  The 

Emerald Ash Borer has killed 

millions of ash trees in the 

Upper Midwest.  Scientists 

had hoped temperatures 

reaching 30-degrees below 

zero would stop the march 

of the invasive pest. 
 

 
A Mosinee home destroyed 
by fire last night News 3/18/19 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

A Mosinee home was 

destroyed by fire last night.  

Several departments 

responded to the call 

about 8:30 to the home on 

Wilson Street off of Western 

Avenue.  The older building 

burned quickly and no one 

was home at the time.  Two 

pets perished in the fire.   



After nearly of week of 

searching, the investigation 

into the disappearance of 

2-year-old Noelani Robinson 

is now a death 

investigation, according to 

Milwaukee police. An off-

duty public works 

employee found the body 

of a girl, believed to be 

Robinson, wrapped in a 

blanket along a highway 

outside Austin, Minn.  

Noelani's father, Dariaz 

Higgins, was taken into 

custody Wednesday night, 

accused of killing Noelani's 

mother and kidnapping the 

girl.  An Amber Alert issued 

for the toddler Monday 

night was canceled 

Saturday morning. 

2020 presidential candidate 

Beto O’Rourke is touring the 

Midwest and made a stop 

in Madison yesterday.  The 

former Texas Congressman 

spoke about his plans to 

take on President Trump 



and specifically about 

issues he sees with 

detaining immigrant 

children at the US-Mexico 

border. 

Two Wisconsin teams 

learned their first-round 

match-ups in the NCAA 

Basketball Tournament on 

Sunday.  The Marquette 

Golden Eagles will play the 

Murray State Racers at 3:30 

Thursday afternoon, in 

Hartford, Connecticut.  The 

Wisconsin Badgers will play 

the Oregon Ducks at 3:30 

Friday afternoon, in San 

Jose, California.  A record 

eight Big Ten schools were 

selected for the 68-team 

field yesterday, the most for 

any league. The ACC, 

which had three of the No. 

1 seeds, and the SEC each 

got seven teams. Six Big 12 

schools made the field. 

 

 News 3/18/19 1230p,530p 1:30 The Marinette County 



Merrill man in custody after 
incident at a local tavern 
over the weekend 

Sheriff's Office used D-N-A 

evidence to connect a 

suspect to a double murder 

from 42 years ago.  82-year-

old Raymond 

Vannie/u/wen/hoven is in 

custody.  Investigators think 

he was involved in the 1976 

shooting deaths of 25-year-

old David Schuldes and 24-

year-old Ellen Matheys in 

Silver Cliff.  His D-N-A was 

found on Matheys' clothing. 

A 27-year old Merrill man is 

in the Lincoln County Jail 

following an altercation at 

a Town of Merrill tavern 

early Saturday morning.  

911 calls reported the 

disturbance just after two 

AM where the man was 

taken into custody charged 

with disorderly conduct, 

criminal damage to 

property, resisting arrest and 

a felony charge of battery 

to a law enforcement 

officer.   

Wisconsin's lieutenant 



governor joined small 

business owners at a 

weekend gathering to hear 

how the Red Letter Grant 

has helped female 

entrepreneurs.  The grant 

provides start-up capital 

and the help of a network 

to guide them to success.  

Mandela Barnes pointed 

out that women own about 

31 percent of the businesses 

in Wisconsin and they make 

up 50 percent of the 

population.   

A traffic accident shut 

down Hwy 97 near 

County N by Edgar for a 

couple hours early this 

morning.  Details about 

the 6am crash have not 

been released by the 

Marathon county 

sheriff’s office. 

The state Supreme Court 

ruled Wisconsin farmers 

don't need to sell crops to 



qualify for property tax 

breaks.  The move comes 

from a dispute over 

whether the Town of 

Delafield Board of Review 

properly reclassified two 

parcels from agricultural to 

residential in 2016, raising  

property taxes from$17,000 

to $886,000. 

 

 
Shopko to close all stores by 
the middle of June News 3/19/19 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

Shopko will liquidate its 

assets and close all of its 

remaining locations by mid-

June.  The company was 

unable to find a buyer for 

the retail business and will 

begin winding down its 

operations beginning this 

week.  The decision to 

liquidate will bring an end 

to the brick-and-

mortar business that began 

in 1962 with one location in 

Green Bay. 

https://bit.ly/2FnbIkl
https://bit.ly/2FnbIkl


Citing personal reasons, Eric 

Geiss resigned from the 

Merrill School Board.  The 

board’s vice president, 

Geiss emailed president 

Kevin Blake saying the 

decision was effective 

immediately.  He was first 

elected to the board in 

2014 and re-elected three 

years later.  A replacement 

will be named for the 

remainder of Geiss’ term, 

which ends next year.   

Fire yesterday leveled the 

Springs United Methodist 

Church in Plover.  The first 

calls came in around 10:40 

of a fire on the 2800 block 

of Plover Springs Drive.  

Firefighters were met with 

heavy smoke and flames 

streaming from the attic.  

The church recently 

celebrated more than 150 

years of service to the 

community.  No one was 

inside and the cause is not 



yet known.   

Schools in Phillips and 

several Price County 

businesses closed early 

yesterday after power went 

out.  A spokesperson for 

Xcel Energy said a broken 

insulator near a substation 

was the cause.  Power was 

out several hours before 

being restored shortly after 

three.   

Wisconsin Tourism Secretary 

Sara Meany wants to target 

visitors to the state traveling 

by plane.  She said the 

agency has been focusing 

on tourists driving from 

nearby states and now 

want to target California, 

Texas, Florida and Arizona.   

 

 
Road weight limits in effect News 3/19/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

With the weather finally 

beginning to moderate, city 

and town officials are 

advising residents of the 

load limits that either are 

already or will soon be 



going into effect.  

Statewide, Class II road 

restrictions went into effect 

last Saturday.   

Taiwan-based Foxconn says 

its factory in Mount Pleasant 

will begin producing L-C-D 

screens by the end of next 

year.  Foxconn announced 

yesterday it will start seeking 

bids for utilities and 

construction work at the 

giant campus in the next 

few weeks.  The 

announcement is intended 

to counter reports earlier 

this year that work in 

southeastern Wisconsin 

could be suspended.  

Foxconn Technologies is 

getting billions in 

concessions from the state 

in return for hiring 13-

thousand workers. 

The Dairyland Power 

Cooperative says its 149-

megawatt solar energy 

facility in Jefferson County 

will generate enough 



power to light more than 

20-thousand homes.  

Officials say work on the 

Badger State Solar Project 

will mean dozens of 

construction jobs when it 

starts next year.  The 

company thinks it green 

energy source of electricity 

will come online by 2022 in 

the towns of Jefferson and 

Oakland.  The permitting 

process is the next step. 

Dane County Circuit Judge 

Richard Niess promised a 

decision on the law passed 

during the Legislature's 

lame-duck session, but 

hasn't said when.  Niess 

heard two hours of oral 

arguments yesterday.  

Liberal groups argue 

lawmakers convened 

illegally in December -- and 

violated the Wisconsin 

Constitution.  The attorney 

for the Legislature warned a 

ruling the lame-duck session 

was illegal would be a 



violation of the separation 

of powers and would 

negate dozens of laws. 
 

 
Forest Co. investigating a 
party and fight News 3/20/19 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

The Forest County District 

Attorney is reviewing the 

investigation into a party 

and fight that ended up 

with six people being 

arrested.  The Sheriff’s 

Department obtained a 

search warrant March 7th 

for a home on Love Knot 

Lake in the Town of Lincoln.  

The homeowner, 47-year 

old Robert Daniels said he 

was the only one there and 

nothing was going on.  

Deputies noticed a man 

trying to jump from a 

window and a woman was 

hiding in a window well.  

The search found several 

more people along with 

heroin, cocaine, marijuana, 

prescription pills, firearms, 

digital scales and other 

drug paraphernalia.  

Arrested were Daniels, 45-

year old Geraldine DuBray 



of Fargo, ND, 43-year old 

Richard Harris of Wabeno, 

23-year old Tammy Mann of 

Lac du Flambeau, 44-year 

old Andrew Phillips of Laona 

and 26-year old Allyssa 

Wamego of Wabeno.  DA 

Chuck Simono expects 

formal charges by the end 

of the week. 

A Rhinelander man is free 

on bond and due back in 

court Monday charged 

with three felonies after an 

online underage sex sting in 

the city last week.  56-year 

old Adam Van Roy was 

arrested after arranging to 

meet a 15 year old girl, who 

was actually an agent with 

the Wisconsin Department 

of Justice.  He’s charged 

with attempted 2nd degree 

sexual assault of a child, 

child enticement and 

soliciting intimate 

representation from a 

minor.   

Oneida County may 



rekindle their discussions 

with Kwik Trip while 

exploring moving the 

highway department to the 

facility being vacated by 

Drs Foster and Smith.  A 

committee will examine 

both possibilities over the 

next two months.   
 

 
Adams Co. had to evacuate 
a woman after getting her 
car stuck in a crater pothole News 3/20/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

Adams County emergency 

responders had to pull a 

woman from her S-U-V after 

she accidentally drove into 

a crater in the pavement 

on County Highway-J.  A 

television news crew 

covering flooding near 

Friendship found the car 

and the driver in that hole 

Tuesday afternoon.  It isn't 

known how long she was 

stuck in the hole and her 

name hasn't been 

released.  Authorities in 

Adams County say this is 

the second time flooding 

has caused a problem 

which trapped an 

unsuspecting driver since 



the waters started to rise. 

Three construction workers 

were injured yesterday 

when the trusses on a 

building collapsed.  Work 

was being done on a strip 

mall in the Town of 

Lawrence when the 

accident happened.  One 

worker had to be extricated 

from the debris and all 

three were taken to a 

hospital.  The extent of their 

injuries isn't known.  A 

building inspector was 

called to the scene to 

determine if work could 

continue.  No names have 

been released. 

A Wisconsin family is calling 

actor Tyler Perry an "angel."  

He has offered to pay the 

family's rent to keep them 

from being evicted after 

their mother was murdered 

in Georgia.  Perry is going to 

pay for flying 45-year-old 

Tynesha Evans' body back 

home and he will cover the 



college tuition for Evans' 

daughter so she doesn't 

have to drop out of 

Spelman college.  Fifty-

eight-year-old Othniel Inniss, 

her boyfriend, was arrested 

at the scene of the 

shooting outside a bank. 

Two former Packers have 

new teams with Clay 

Matthews signing with the 

Rams and Randall Cobb 

with Dallas. 
 

 
Snowmobile crash kills St. 
Germain man  News 3/21/19 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

A snowmobile crash last 

night killed a 62-year old St. 

Germain man.  The name 

has not been released and 

it’s the 19th fatality of the 

season and the first in Vilas 

county.  Fifteen people 

died last year.  The 

accident was reported on 

Found Lake Road about 

7:00.  The operator was in 

the wrong lane when the 

machine struck another 

vehicle.  Meanwhile the 

two people killed in crash in 

Michigan’s Upper Peninsula 



have been identified.  High 

speed contributed to the 

head on collision that killed 

21-year old Douglas Show 

of Mill Run, Pennsylvania 

and 54-year old John 

Shadian of Kenosha.  The 

accident reported Monday 

night on a trail in Rock River 

Township in Alger County.    

 

Two public input session are 

planned for next month on 

the proposed $73-million 

expansion of North Central 

Health Care in Wausau.  

The planning commission 

approved the designs, now 

the plans must meet county 

zoning requirements.  The 

two new buildings would 

border neighborhood 

homes and the design 

would make it a destination 

beyond health care needs 

including a community 

pool, bistro and walking 

trails.  The roots of services 

can be traced back to 



1893, while the care system 

that serves Langlade, 

Lincoln and Marathon 

counties began in 1972.  If 

approved, construction 

could be complete by their 

50th anniversary. 

 

March Madness begins 

today with the NCAA 

tournament round of 64.  

And from office pools to 

high stakes wagers, an 

estimated 47-million people 

will bet on the games.   The 

American Gaming 

Association expects $8.5 

billion in bets following the 

Supreme Court decision last 

year legalizing sports 

betting.   

 

 
Gove. Evers state budget 
won’t make it past the state 
legislature News 3/21/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

Governor Tony Evers' two-

and-a-half-billion dollar 

capital budget won't make 

it to the Wisconsin 

Legislature.  The state's 

Building Commission 

refused to endorse it in 



what is being called an 

unprecedented move.  

Normally, the commission 

would make a bipartisan 

recommendation even if it 

didn't accept the whole 

proposal.  Republican 

legislative leaders have 

called the governor's wish 

list which is based on 

borrowing "unrealistic and 

unsustainable."  

Portage County prosecutors 

are expected to file a 

charge of first-degree 

reckless homicide in a fatal 

overdose case.  The body 

of Gary Mayek was found 

inside a car in a rural area 

near Plover right after the 

first of the year.  

Investigators say 44-year-

old Jason Meisel provided 

the cocaine-meth mixture 

which killed Mayek.  They 

say he has admitted that.  

Meisel and two other 

people are also charged 

with hiding a corpse. 



Wisconsin has among the 

highest increases in 

gasoline prices in the 

nation.  A study by 

GasBuddy shows an 

average of 35-cents per 

gallon while Wisconsin 

comes in at 54-cents.  

Michigan’s increase tops 

the nation at 75-cents.  

Studies point to the switch 

from winter gas to the more 

expensive summer blends 

as the reason.  And 

motorists can expect these 

increases to continue all the 

way to Memorial Day. 

Office Max will close its 

doors in Marshfield in the 

coming months. The office 

supplies store is the fourth 

major retail store to 

announce closures in the 

city within the last year.  

Younkers closed the 

Marshfield Mall location.  

Figi’s announced closures 

earlier this year. And just this 

week Shopko announced 



it’s closing all stores. 

 
 

 
State unemployment 
numbers are still very good News 3/22/19 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

For months Wisconsin’s 

unemployment rate has 

been sitting at 3%.  But the 

latest figures have it at 2.9%, 

near last April’s record of 

2.8.  The Department of 

Development finds stability 

in the workforce mainly due 

to workers 55 years old and 

older.  Job numbers rose in 

retail, leisure, hospitality and 

professional business 

services.  Construction and 

manufacturing numbers 

however took a hit, losing a 

combined 1200 jobs.  Local 

and state government jobs 

took the biggest loss with 

about 7,900 out of work.   

Previously charged with 

prescribing drugs for his 

own use, a Wausau doctor 

now faces felonies for 

fraud.  Thomas Strick is 

accused of writing 



prescriptions for fentanyl 

patches with the 

understanding they would 

give them back to him for 

his own use.  The 60-year 

old Strick is free on a 

$10,000 signature bond.   

Of all the people Jayme 

Closs could’ve run across 

after escaping from her 

abductor, she found 

Jeanne Nutter, a social 

worker with specialized 

training with children.  

Nutter was honored in 

Madison yesterday by the 

State Department of 

Children and Families.  Her 

actions brought the 

traumatized teen to safety.  

Nutter is now an academic 

advisor with the UW’s 

School of Social Work.    

Governor Evers wasted no 

time following a judge’s 

ruling blocking 

enforcement of Republican 

lame duck bills, calling on 



the Department of Justice 

to remove the state from 

the lawsuit looking to 

overturn the Affordable 

Care Act.   

Fifth seeded Marquette got 

trounced out of NCAA 

Tournament play yesterday, 

losing to Murray State 83-64.  

The Badgers take on 

Oregon this afternoon. 

 

 

 

 
State planned parent hood 
under some fire News 3/22/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

Wisconsin Attorney General 

Josh Kaul is defending the 

state's abortion restrictions 

in a Thursday filing.  Planned 

Parenthood filed a federal 

lawsuit over laws which 

don't allow nurses to 

perform abortions and limit 

women's ability to get 

abortion-inducing drugs.  

Republican lawmakers are 

trying to hire their own 

attorneys because Kaul, a 

Democrat, got more than 



80-thousand dollars in 

campaign donations from 

Planned Parenthood.  

U-S Senator Ron Johnson is 

calling for an investigation 

of the way a federal facility 

in West Virginia disposes of 

firearms.  The Wisconsin 

Republican's request was 

brought on by the case of a 

former federal guard who 

accused of stealing firearms 

from the Bureau of Alcohol, 

Tobbaco, Firearms and 

Explosives disposal site.  

Johnson gave A-T-F Director 

Thomas Brandon until 

March 26th to conduct the 

probe.  Prosecutors say 52-

year-old Christopher Lee 

Yates stole guns and 

ammunition. 

The Wisconsin Emergency 

Operations Center 

estimates the total flood 

damage in 16 counties at 

almost one-point-seven-

million dollars.  State officials 

say several rivers, including 



the Crawfish and Rock, will 

remain at moderate flood 

stage for at least another 

week.  The estimate reflects 

damage to public 

infrastructure and 

emergency response 

expenses. 

Beer-maker MillerCoors is 

suing its rival Anheuser-

Busch over a series of 

advertisements.  The 

federal suit was filed 

Thursday.  It refers to 

commercials aired by 

Anheuser-Busch claiming 

Miller Lite and Coors Light 

contain corn syrup.  

MillerCoors says after the 

brewing process is 

complete corn syrup is no 

longer present in the 

products.  The company is 

asking the court to order 

Anheuser-Busch to quit 

running the ads which 

started during this year's 

Super Bowl. 
 

 News 3/25/19 630a,730a,830a 1:30 Members of the Marathon 



Marathon Co. dive team 
recovers body from Wis. 
River 

County Dive Team 

recovered a body from the 

Wisconsin River yesterday.  

Few details are available 

but a call came in shortly 

before 11:00 of a body 

south of the Hwy 153 bridge 

in Mosinee.  Police have the 

case under investigation.    

 

A car accident in Newbold 

sent one person to the 

hospital yesterday.  The 

accident, near 

Northwestern Drive on Hwy 

47 was reported about 3:30.  

The injuries were said to be 

minor.   Meanwhile in Price 

County, an accident killed 

the driver on Hwy 70 east 

near Hicks Landing Road in 

Fifield.  The Sheriff’s 

Department reports the car 

left the road, ran into the 

trees and caught fire shortly 

before 11 yesterday 

morning.  The as yet 

unidentified person was 

pronounced dead at the 



scene.    

 

Rhinelander’s City Council 

meets again tonight after a 

week where the 

administrator left on 

vacation and an 

alderperson was not 

charged with a crime.  

Daniel Guild left on what 

was said to be a planned 

vacation immediately after 

winning a vote March 11th 

to suspend him when 

Mayor Chris Frederickson 

broke a tie.  He’s due back 

today and discussion about 

a no confidence vote is on 

the agenda.  Alderperson 

Dawn Rog will also be 

there, after the district 

attorney on Friday said no 

charges would be filed 

against her after an alleged 

shoving incident with a city 

contractor.   

 

And gasoline prices have 

taken another jump, 16-



cents a gallon over the last 

two weeks to an average 

of $2.66 for regular.   

Prepping for the summer 

season is tightening fuel 

supplies. 
 

 
Marathon Co. judge bounds 
over subject in homicide 
case News 3/25/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

A Marathon County Circuit 

judge has bound a former 

babysitter over for trial on 

homicide charges.  Judge 

LaMont Jacobson 

determined there was 

enough evidence against 

28-year-old Marissa Tietsort 

to move forward.  

Prosecutors say Tietsort 

caused the death of a two-

month-old boy in her care, 

then put him in a snowsuit 

and a car seat and 

returned him to his mother -- 

without informing her the 

boy had died.  Tietsort is 

being held in the Marathon 

County Jail on a half-million 

dollar cash bond. 

Sheriff’s departments are 

getting calls about people 

burning brush and are 



reminded if burning in a 

well-travelled area you 

should notify the 

department in advance.  

As the snow melts the risk of 

fire increases and a permit 

will be required once the 

ground is bare. 

California-based Henry 

Avocado is recalling the 

fruit in Wisconsin and five 

other states, linked to 

Listeria. 

The Lincoln County Sheriff’s 

office reported they’re still 

getting scam complaints 

tied to Wisconsin Public 

Service.  Numerous 

departments are getting 

similar calls of scam 

attempts using WPS.  The 

scammers normally know 

the name and address and 

claim to have other 

information about the 

account.  They inform the 

target that they are either 

behind on their bill or need 

to do upgrades to the 



service.  In the end the 

target is told unless they 

provide money their service 

would be disconnected.  

They also use a computer 

to spoof the caller ID and 

make it appear it’s coming 

from WPS.  The utility will 

never ask for payment over 

the phone, especially with 

gift cards.   
 
 

 
Division in Rhinelander city 
council News 3/26/19 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

The division within the 

Rhinelander Council was 

evident at last night’s 

meeting.  Administrator 

Daniel Guild’s work plan 

outlines working with 

council members who he 

says bully, defame, harass 

are dishonest or drunk.  He 

also said members release 

closed meeting or 

privileged information.  He’s 

crossed swords with 

alderwoman Dawn Rog on 

numerous occasions and 

Tom Kelly said Guild’s being 

here is a mistake.  An issue 



that’s come up time and 

again is Guild’s lack of time 

spent at city hall.  He’s 

contracted to have regular 

business hours but typically 

arrives after 10:30 

according to time sheets.  

Many times he’s there late.  

He survived a suspension by 

one vote March 11th before 

leaving on vacation, which 

also became an issue with 

council members and 

department heads saying it 

was unannounced.  Mayor 

Chris Frederickson said it 

was in his contract and he 

approved it.  Staffers 

maintain they were 

unaware he was leaving.   

Vilas County authorities 

identified the man killed in 

a weekend snowmobile 

crash as 62-year old 

Douglas Weyers of St. 

Germain.  He died in a 

collision on Found Lake 

Road. 

Recognition for a couple of 



communities as Tomahawk 

is designated a Snowmobile 

Friendly City by the 

Association of Wisconsin 

Snowmobile Clubs.  The 

award is based on 

snowmobile policies, 

programs and amenities, 

safety and education 

programs, clubs and 

activities.   

And Northcentral Technical 

College is recognized as 

one of the top training 

colleges in the country by 

the Learning Resources 

Network, the world’s largest 

association in continuing 

education.  NTC offers 

training solutions from 

campuses in Wausau, 

Antigo, Wittenberg, Phillips, 

Medford and Spencer. 
 

 
No action taken against 
Rhinelander administrator News 3/26/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

No action was taken last 

night into the investigation 

of a no confidence vote 

taken against Rhinelander 

City Administrator Daniel 

Guild.  Mayor Chris 



Frederickson is looking to 

meet with the city’s 

insurance company for 

answers to several looming 

questions.  Guild’s contract 

stipulates the city is liable 

for the costs of virtually any 

action taken against him 

and Frederickson said he’s 

bringing in an independent 

resource to review those 

matters as well as address 

Guild’s six month 

performance review that is 

based on a scathing 

appraisal of his working with 

some city council members.  

The Mayor said things have 

to be done in order and 

done right.  The no 

confidence issue, initially 

raised by Department of 

Public Works head Tim 

Kingman earlier this month, 

will be addressed at the 

next council meeting April 

8th. 

Wisconsin Attorney General 

Josh Kaul says the state is 



joining a multi-state 

investigation of opioid 

distributors.  His office is 

trying to get to the root 

cause of the current opioid 

epidemic.  Right now, the 

Democrat says his main 

focus is treatment and 

accountability.   

Dane County Circuit Judge 

Frank Remington will deny a 

request to dismiss the 

lawsuit and is promising to 

release a written decision 

on the laws passed during a 

lame-duck session by the 

end of business today.  Last 

Thursday the lame-duck 

session was ruled 

unconstitutional and a state 

appeals court is currently 

reviewing that ruling.  At the 

same time, Governor Tony 

Evers says his staff is working 

as quickly as possible to fill 

82 positions which were 

opened by the court ruling.   
 

 
Abductor of Jayme Closs 
back in court News 3/27/19 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

Jake Patterson’s back in 

court today.  He’s the 21-



year old man who 

abducted 13-year old 

Jayme Closs from her home 

in Barron after killing her 

parents.  He’s expected to 

enter a guilty plea, saying 

as much in a letter to a 

reporter to spare Jayme 

and her family from a trial.  

He’s facing two first degree 

intentional homicide 

charges along with 

kidnapping and armed 

burglary.  If he does that a 

sentencing date would be 

set.  Patterson’s 

arraignment is scheduled 

for 1:00.   

A Birnamwood man is back 

in court April 8th, accused of 

transporting 133 pounds of 

pot from California to 

Antigo.  35-year old Landon 

Now is free on a $10,000 

signature bond in the case 

where he was a passenger 

in the car driven by 33-year 

old Pao Vang of Wausau.  

He’s already serving prison 



time, convicted in the case 

last year.  The pair were 

arrested after Vang ran the 

car off the road near the 

Langlade county airport, 

May 21st of 2017and officials 

found 119 vaccuum-sealed 

bags of high grade 

marijuana.  Now is a pilot 

and flew Vang to California 

to allegedly visit family.   

A nationwide contest could 

bring prize money and a 

NHL game to Eagle River.  

The Kraftville USA contest is 

down to four, small-town 

ice rinks and the historic 

domed sports arena in 

Eagle River is one of the 

finalists.  That puts them in 

the running for $150,000 

that would go toward 

renovations and a possible 

National Hockey League 

game.  The other 

communities include 

Calumet and Cadillac, 

Michigan and Sartell, 

Minnesota.  People can 



vote online at 

krafthockeyville.com.  

 

 
Tigerton woman appealing 
prison sentence after her 
crash killed a motorcyclist News 3/27/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

A Tigerton woman is 

appealing her 15-year 

sentence for a drunken 

driving crash which left a 

motorcycle rider dead in 

2017.  Billie Jo McSherry was 

found guilty of homicide by 

intoxicated use of a 

vehicle, plus two more 

felonies.  Forty-eight-year-

old Robert Korhonen of 

Antigo was killed and his 25-

year-old daughter was 

critically injured.  McSherry is 

appealing the conviction 

and her sentence, even 

though her blood-alcohol 

content was almost four 

times the legal limit when 

the crash happened. 

Felony drug charges have 

been filed against the 

owner of an adult 

entertainment business in 

Vilas County after a traffic 

stop.  Eagle River police say 



they pulled over Carrie Jo 

Neumann March 18th and 

found drugs in her 

possession.  Neumann owns 

the Frontier Tavern in Eagle 

River.  She was already 

charged with refilling a 

liquor bottle with water at 

her business.  Police say 

they found fentanyl and 

heroin in her possession. 

Rhinelander’s Water Utility is 

advising customers in the 

city the seasonal warming 

trend has eased freezing 

and it’s the end of the 

water running credit.  Those 

credits will not be allowed 

for metered water supplies 

after March 31st.  Officials 

note the running water 

credit system minimized the 

freezing that can occur in 

the water system and 

reduced overall 

operational costs.   

Tonight’s Powerball jackpot 

is $750-million, the fourth 

largest in US lottery history.  



Since Saturday there’ve 

been five Powerball 

transactions every second.  

Lottery officials say amounts 

like this bring out a lot of 

people and remind you to 

enjoy the game and play 

within your means.    
 

 
Man pleads guilty in 
kidnapping of Jayme Closs 
and killing her parents News 3/28/19 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

“This is his choice, we 

represent him, we work with 

him and this is what he 

wants”.  The words of 

James Patterson’s attorney 

as he pled guilty to 

kidnapping 13-year old 

Jayme Closs and murdering 

her parents in Barron last 

October.  The killings carry a 

life sentence.  Patterson 

maintained his decision to 

plead guilty so Jayme and 

the family wouldn’t have to 

worry about a trial.  He’ll be 

sentenced May 24th.   

 

A Rhinelander teacher will 

be back in court next 

month facing charges of 

OWI and possession of 



narcotics.  33-year old 

Anthony Klein, a fourth 

grade teacher at Central 

School was found at a gas 

station Tuesday night very 

lethargic, moving and 

talking slowly.  He said he 

took Adderall earlier in the 

day.  He failed field sobriety 

tests and police arrested 

him on the suspicion of 

drunk driving.  They 

discovered several 

prescription drugs including 

narcotics.  Klein was 

charged yesterday with 

one felony count of 

narcotic drug possession 

and four misdemeanors for 

carrying a controlled 

substance and illegally 

obtained prescriptions. He 

also faces a first-offense 

OWI.  He’s on paid 

administrative leave until 

the matter is reviewed by 

Superintendent Kelli Jacobi 

and the school board.  He’s 

free on bond and has until 



tomorrow to produce the 

prescriptions for the pills he 

was carrying.   

One winning Powerball 

ticket was sold in Wisconsin, 

beating odds of better than 

292-million to one.  A retailer 

in New Berlin will get 

$100,000 for selling the 

winning ticket, worth more 

than $768-million.  The 

jackpot is the highest 

awarded in the state 

lottery’s history.   

 

 
Harley Davidson employees 
in Tomahawk stand for 
better employee benefits News 3/29/19 630a,730a,830a 1:30 

It wasn’t a protest but 

employees of the Harley-

Davidson plant in 

Tomahawk stood outside 

with signs yesterday, raising 

awareness for the need of 

a new, fair contract.  The 

current contract expires 

Sunday and workers say 

there hasn’t been a raise in 

seven years.  Union leaders 

and the company have 

been negotiating and a 



proposal is expected this 

weekend. 

 

According to the Wisconsin 

Department of Workforce 

Development, more than 

1,700 employees will be 

losing their jobs when 

Shopko closes this summer.  

In Rhinelander, more than 

200 people are affected.  

Shopko plans to close all of 

its stores by June 16th. 

In order to continue burying 

electrical lines and invest in 

two solar farms, Wisconsin 

Public Service filed for rate 

increases with the Public 

Service commission.  The 

work would add about 4.9% 

to bills in 2020 and 21.  

Natural gas customers may 

also see a small increase.   
 

A 48-year-old Florence 

County man was arrested 

yesterday for his fourth 

offense OWI.  Just after 7 

last night Kenneth Eller was 



pulled over by the State 

Patrol on North Blome 

Helgren Road for not 

wearing a seatbelt and 

several other violations.  

Troopers issued field sobriety 

tests, which he failed and 

was taken into custody.   

Democratic Gov. Tony 

Evers re-hired 67 of the 82 

Republican appointees he 

fired last week but is leaving 

some key positions open.  

Republican Gov. Scott 

Walker appointed them to 

various boards, councils 

and other positions. A Dane 

County judge ruled the 

session was illegal but an 

appeals court stayed the 

ruling.  During the interim 

Evers rescinded all the 

Walker appointments. 

 

 
Stevens Point police arrest 
suspects in stabling incident News 3/29/19 1230p,530p 1:30 

Stevens Point police 

arrested two men in a 

stabbing incident 

Wednesday which left four 



people injured.  

Investigators say 22-year-

old Dash Bailey-Rivera 

came home to find his 

girlfriend's male friend 

sleeping in the couple's 

bedroom.  Bailey-Rivera 

called 30-year-old Robert 

Naugles and they woke up 

the sleeping man, 23-year-

old Brandon Castenada.  

He was attacked by Rivera 

and Naugles, so he pulled 

out a pocket knife and 

stabbed them.  Rivera and 

Naugles have been 

charged with battery, while 

all three men and 21-year-

old Sarah Neeck had to be 

treated for various injuries. 

An analysis from the 

Legislative Fiscal Bureau 

reveals Wisconsin voucher 

and charter schools will 

mean 193-million dollars less 

state aid for public 

classrooms.  Voucher 

schools are private schools 

where students can cover 



tuition with subsidies from 

the state.  Although charter 

schools operate outside the 

state public school system, 

they receive some 

government funding.  

Democratic State 

Representative Sondy Pope 

requested the analysis as 

lawmakers start work on the 

state's budget plan. 

Foxconn has awarded 34-

million dollars in contracts to 

five Wisconsin companies 

as work starts on its 

manufacturing operation in 

Kenosha County.  Bids on 

much of the remaining work 

will be accepted next 

month.  Foxconn's Gen-6 

manufacturing plant will 

build small display screens 

and provide jobs for 15-

hundred people.  The 

Taiwan-based electronics 

giant is still planning to 

spend 10-billion dollars on 

the massive operation near 

Mount Pleasant, creating 



13-thousand jobs. 

The annual Badger Sports 

Kids Fair opens the football 

team’s practice to fans 

April 13th in the McClain 

Center, wrapping up with a 

Q&A session with coaches 

and players.   
 

 
 Interview In studio  3/13/19 736a 3 minutes 

Talked to Tammy Modic about a Brewers 
baseball fund raiser trip for NATH.  

 
Interview  Live  3/27/19 835a 3 minutes 

Talked to Natalie Spees from the Eagle 
River Chamber of Commerce about a 
contest to bring an NHL hockey game to 
Eagle River 

      

 

 

 


